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Subject:

Queen's Park Heritage Conservation Area: Round 1 Public
Consultation - Report Back

RECOMMENDATION
THAT Council provide feedback to staff on the questions summarized in the Feedback
from Council section of this report.
THAT Council direct staff to proceed with creating the first draft of a Conservation
Area Policy and draft Design Guidelines for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood based
on Council feedback, and continue with the next steps as outlined in this report.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report outlines the results gathered from the first round of consultation for the proposed
Heritage Conservation Area in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. The public consultation,
held in November and December 2016, included a weekend and evening open house as well
as an online survey. Feedback was also sought from a number of different stakeholder
groups through an integrated workshop session.
The goal of this first round of consultation was to engage the community on three topics: the
general level of support for a Conservation Area, the level of heritage protection that should
be achieved through a Conservation Area, and a set of design principles for the proposed
Conservation Area’s design guidelines. Overall, the results indicated that the participants
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were comfortable with some level of heritage protection, especially for earlier eras of house,
but that there was lower support for protection of more recent era houses. Additionally,
though the results indicate that a general level of support exists for design guidelines, there
was some discussion as to whether or not contemporary architectural style should be
permitted.
At this time, staff is seeking Council feedback on three topics: 1) Should the City proceed
with preparing a Conservation Area policy and design guidelines; 2) If so, should it be a
tiered policy with different levels of protection and potentially excluding some eras of house
from protection altogether; and 3) If the City proceeds with implementing mandatory design
guidelines, should they permit Contemporary buildings?
Should Council proceed with a Conservation Area policy, the next step would be for staff to
create the first draft of the Conservation Area policy and design guidelines. These documents
would reflect the consultation feedback received and direction provided by Council. It is
anticipated that the drafts could be presented to Council in February, with a second round of
public consultation occurring in early March.
PURPOSE
This report contains a summary of feedback received during the most recent round of public
consultation regarding a proposed Heritage Conservation Area for the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood. This report provides analysis on the results, and requests that Council direct
staff to proceed with creating the first drafts of a Conservation Area policy and design
guidelines for the neighbourhood.
POLICY AND REGULATIONS
Heritage Conservation Areas
A Heritage Conservation Area is a distinct and identifiable neighbourhood, characterized by
its historic value, which is identified in a City’s Official Community Plan (OCP) for heritage
conservation purposes. The implementation of this style of policy would essentially place a
layer of heritage protection and design control over all properties within the area.
Enabled through Section 614 of the Local Government Act, Conservation Area requirements
may apply generally to buildings and land, or more specifically to architectural and
landscape features. The policy tool is designed to provide long-term protection to an area in
its entirety. However, exempting characteristics could be identified to demonstrate where
growth, rather than protection, might be encouraged. The purpose of a Conservation Area is
to encourage retention of heritage assets in a community, while also ensuring that any new
development is respectful of the neighbourhood’s existing character. As such, in addition to
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heritage protection, Conservation Areas also include mandatory design guidelines for any
new development.
A Conservation Area bylaw provides a layer of regulation in addition to that of the OCP and
the Zoning Bylaw, which continue to apply to the area along with other city-wide policies
and bylaws.
BACKGROUND
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Study Recommendations
In April 2016, after more than two years of consultation and research, the Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood Heritage Study concluded, and the residents’ Working Group provided a set
of final recommendations to Council. The recommendations included that Council explore
establishing a Conservation Area for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood.
The neighbourhood has been identified as having a unique character which reflects the
history of New Westminster throughout the twentieth century and was previously recognized
as a Historic District within the city. As such, the area was deemed worthy of considering
such conservation measures.
Previous Council Direction
In May 2016, Council endorsed a general scope, work plan and budget for the exploration of
a Conservation Area for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. In October 2016, Co uncil
endorsed a more detailed work plan, which included two rounds of public consultation.
The first round of consultation was to focus on the overarching questions of heritage
identification and protection, and the principles of future design. The second round of
consultation would provide a public platform for review and comment on the proposed draft
policy and draft design guidelines documents.
At the November 28, 2016 meeting, Council hosted a discussion on the levels of heritage
protection available to the City through a Conservation Area. At that meeting, Council
endorsed a set of heritage conservation principles and design principles (attached as
Attachments 1 and 2, respectively) which were then brought forward to the public over the
following month.
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SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION PROCESS
Purpose of Consultation
Based on the principles of the City’s Public Engagement Strategy, the purpose of the public
consultation process was to host a conversation with residents of the neighbourhood about
the future of both heritage and new development in the Queen’s park neighbourhood. The
consultation strategy and events were developed by Dialog Design and staff.
The goals of this first round of consultation were to:
 Inform and educate neighbourhood residents about the levels of heritage protection
enabled through Heritage Conservation Areas;
 To obtain meaningful input on draft design principles, and desired protection approaches;
and
 To build trust and set a positive tone for the long term.
In order to achieve the goals of the consultation, Dialog and staff established a strategy
which included three elements: public events, an online survey, and an integrated stakeholder
workshop.
Overview of Public Open Houses
Public open houses took place at Century House on Wednesday November 30, 2016 from
5:30- 7:30pm and Saturday December 3, 2016 from 12:30-3:30pm. The events included
interactive boards which both presented information and obtained community input through
dot-mocracy exercises and space for comments. Participants were encouraged to provide
their feedback to and engage with staff on the topic.
Reduced-size copies of the boards presented at the open houses are included in the attached
consultant’s report (Attachment 3) on pages 28-36.
Advertisement
The public event dates were endorsed by Council in October 2016, and were announced by
staff at the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association’s Annual General Meeting on Sunday
November 6, 2016. Invitations were also distributed to every household in the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood by Canada Post. A notice was included in Citypage and Citypage online
approximately one month before the events. A copy of the invitation is included in this report
as Attachment 4. Additionally, in the weeks leading up to the open houses, the City used
social media to continue to promote the events.
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Overview of Online Survey
A survey relating to the Conservation Area was made available through the City’s website
from November 30, 2016 to December 16, 2016. The survey questions took approximately
15 minutes to complete. The information provided by the survey and the questions asked
were as similar as possible to those of the public events. Two requests were made for
physical copies of the survey, which were subsequently mailed out. Screen shots of the
survey’s pages are available as Attachment 5.
Advertisement
The online survey was first advertised at the public events: staff provided take away cards
with the survey’s link for participants to share with their neighbours or other interested
parties who may have missed the events. At the conclusion of the public events, a notice of
the online survey was distributed to every household in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood by
staff. A copy of the notice is included in this report as Attachment 6. The notice was also
included in Citypage and Citypage online, and advertised on social media. Small numbers of
the notice were posted at civic facilities.
Overview of Integrated Stakeholder Workshop
A stakeholder workshop took place on November 23, 2016 at City Hall from 6:00-8:00pm.
Twenty one participants attended the event, representing four groups:





The
The
The
The

Queen’s Park Residents’ Association (directorship)
Community Heritage Commission
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Working Group
New Westminster Heritage Preservation Society (directorship)

7 directors
5 members
9 members
5 directors

These groups were previously identified as stakeholders through the Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood Heritage Study (2013-2016), and have been actively engaged with the
process.
At the event, a presentation was given by staff to the participants in order to introduce the
proposed Conservation Area and consultation process. The participants were then engaged in
a review and discussion of the draft design principles, as well as a small group activity
relating to heritage protection. The participants provided small-group report backs at the end
of the session, a summary of which is included in the consultant’s report (Attachment 3) on
pages 3-9.
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Invitations
Invitations to this event were directly issued to the directorship or membership of each group
of stakeholders (as appropriate) at meetings of those groups, approximately one month to
two weeks prior to the scheduled workshop date. Follow up emails were issued the week
before and the day before the meeting.
Queen’s Park Residents’ Association Meetings
On Sunday November 6, 2016 staff attended the Queen’s Park Residents’ Association’s
Annual General Meeting to present jointly with a member of the Neighbourhood Heritage
Working Group. The presentation was an overview of the Working Group’s
recommendations from the previous spring, an information session on the Heritage Control
Period, and an introduction to the proposed Heritage Conservation Area. Staff also provided
a short question-and-answer period, and promoted the public events and online survey.
A second, follow up presentation to the Residents’ Association is planned for their next
regularly scheduled meeting on Sunday February 19, 2017.
Role of the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Heritage Working Group
In October 2016, Council endorsed a second term for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood
Heritage Working Group. The Working Group, which drove the earlier Neighbourhood
Heritage Study (2013-2016), has since been providing staff and their consultant teams with
feedback relating to a potential Conservation Area for the neighbourhood. The Working
Group saw early versions of the design and heritage conservation principles, and provided
feedback and revisions prior to the public comment period.
The Working Group provided direct feedback in the public consultation through their
attendance at the Integrated Stakeholder Workshop. Some Working Group members also
made themselves present for the public events as resources to the community.
City Committee Consultation
Community Heritage Commission
Updates regarding the Conservation Area exploration are provided to the Community
Heritage Commission (CHC) at their regularly scheduled meetings, as detailed in the
Council endorsed work plan. For the new 2017 term of the CHC, a standing item relating to
the Conservation Area has been added to the CHC’s regular agenda.
Members of the CHC provided direct feedback in the public consultation through their
attendance at the Integrated Stakeholder Workshop.
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New Westminster Design Panel
The design principles and a basic scope of the design guidelines was presented to the New
Westminster Design Panel on January 24, 2017 by staff and the consultant team (Donald
Luxton and Associates, and PWL Partnership Landscape Architects). This preliminary
presentation was for the Design Panel members’ review and comment.
Should the full set of design guidelines be drafted, the document would be presented to the
New Westminster Design Panel in March, 2017.
Summary of Participants
Public Open Houses
38 people attended the first public open house and 68 people attended the second public open
house for a total of 106 participants. An overwhelming majority of the people who attended
indicated they live in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. Of the 106 participants, 3 were under
the age of 20.
Online Survey
188 people filled in the online survey. The online survey asked for some demographic
information about participants to help provide an understanding of who participated in the
survey. Over 80% of respondents submitted demographic information. Of those who
submitted, 95% indicated they lived in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, and an
overwhelming majority (over 75%) identified as between the ages of 35 and 64.
The age demographics line up fairly well with the adult age group distributions in the
population, as of the 2011 census. As such, it is demonstrative of an appropriate snapshot of
the neighbourhood, as it relates to age diversity.
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SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION FEEDBACK
The consultation process sought feedback on three key topics: 1) general support for a
heritage conservation area; 2) level of heritage protection; and 3) design guidelines principles
and scope. The City’s consultant’s report on the consultation is included in Attachment 3, the
completed open house input boards are included as an Appendix in that report, as is the raw
survey data, and the raw feedback from the stakeholder workshop. A summary of the
feedback from each of the consultation events (open houses, survey, stakeholder workshop)
on each of the three key topics follows:
1) Feedback on General Support for a Heritage Conservation Area
Open Houses: Open House participants were asked specifically about their level of support
for establishing a Conservation Area based that would include some level of protection and
mandatory design guidelines for existing and new buildings in Queen’s Park. Of
respondents, 11% indicated they did not support the Conservation Area, 13% indicated a
moderate level of support, and 76% indicated they supported a Conservation Area.

Open House: Level of Support
Generally for Establishing a
Conservation Area
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Open House participants were also asked to indicate support for protection by housing type.
Of respondents, 6% to 66% indicated that they did not support protection for one or more
housing types, while 33% to 100% indicated they did support some level of protection for
one or more housing types (although level of protection varied). Further analysis of those
answers is provided in the section below titled “Feedback on Level of Heritage Protection”.

Open House: Level of Support
by Housing Type

Support for Protection
of One or More Types

Not Support for Protection
of One or More Types

33% to 100%

6% to 66%

Online Survey: Due to the parameters of the online survey format, survey respondents were
only asked to identify their support for protection by housing type. Of respondents, 11% to
69% indicated they did not support protection for one or more housing types, while 31% to
89% indicated they support some level of protection for one or more housing types (although
strength of protection varied). Further analysis of those answers is provided in the section
below titled “Feedback on Level of Heritage Protection”.

Survey: Level of Support by
Housing Type

Support for Protection
of One or More Types

Not Support for Protection
of One or More Types

31% to 89%

11% to 69%

The survey provided an opportunity to comment on the proposal of Conservation Area. Of
survey participants 57% (107 of 188) input comments. Of those, 32% were supportive of the
conservation area, 21% were neutral or offered questions, 40% did not support the
conservation area, and 7% were not related to the Conservation Area. The raw comments are
included in the consultant’s summary report (see Attachment 3).

Online Survey Comments

Positive
32%

Neutral/ Questions
21%

Negative
40%

The following were the main themes of the comments:
 Need for Design Guidelines – 21% of comments (23 of 107) indicated that design
guidelines should be required for new development, this included many respondents
who indicated low to no support for the heritage protection aspects of the
Conservation Area.
 Appropriateness of Queen’s Park for a Conservation Area – 16% of comments (17 of
107) offered support for the Conservation Area, citing the uniqueness of the
neighbourhood and heritage values in general.
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 Property Rights – 9% of comments (10 of 107) felt that a Conservation Area would
restricted their private property rights. 4% of comments (4 of 107) suggested legal
action could result against the City. Some respondents critiqued the process, including
a concern that it is being driven by only a few people in the neighbourhood.
 Property Values/ Affordability – 6.5% of comments (7 of 107) felt the Conservation
Area would affect their property values. However, some respondents felt the
additional regulation would negatively affect their property value where others
indicated that the regulation might decrease affordability, and ultimately prevent new
families from moving in to the area.
 Condition of Houses – 6.5% of the comments (7 of 107) indicated that houses should
not be preserved simply based on their age, particularly if they are poor quality or
poorly maintained, and that buildings should be protected based on their heritage
value and historical importance. There was concern regarding cost of upgrading and
maintaining older buildings.
Integrated Stakeholder Workshop: The groups who attended the stakeholder workshop
included those who brought forward to Council, through delegation or recommendation, the
exploration of a Conservation Area. There was 100% support for some level of protection for
all but one house type (i.e. Contemporary).
2) Feedback on Level of Heritage Protection
Participants of all three platforms (open houses, online survey and stakeholder workshop)
were asked to comment on the level of heritage protection they thought would be appropriate
for the following historic housing styles common to the Queen’s Park neighbourhood, for
which sketches of each housing style were provided (included in Attachment 8):
Housing style
Colonial Era
Boomtime
Wartime bungalows
Post-modern Era
Contemporary

Date of era
Pre-1900
1900-1929
1930-1949
1950-1975
1976-today

For overall comparison, rankings from each event were converted to a point scale from one
point (no protection/ no approval required for changes), through three points (some
protection/ approval for major changes only), to five points (high protection/ approval
required for all changes). The table below compares the average ranking on each house era
from all three elements of the public consultation: open houses, online survey, and integrated
stakeholder workshop, with a visual representation included as Appendix H:
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Housing Style
Colonial Era (Pre-1900)
Boomtime (1900-1929)
Wartime (1930-1949)
Post-Modern (1950-1975)
Contemporary (1976-today)

Open Houses
3.0
3.0
2.7
2.3
2.0

11
Online Survey
3.7
3.6
3.2
2.5
1.6

Stakeholders
4.3
3.6
3.6
3.6
3.0

Key: 1 = no protection (no approval required for changes)
3 = some protection (approval required for major changes)
5 = high protection (approval required for all changes)
Separately by event, the range of responses for each housing type was as follows:
 Open House – Colonial and Boomtime house overall protection was clearly supported
(84% to 90%); Wartime house protection for major changes was supported (75%) but
protection against demolition was less supported (67%); protection of Postmodern
(54% to 57%) was somewhat supported; and protection of Contemporary (33% to
43%) houses was not supported.
 Survey – the preferred level of protection was less clear, with only protection of
Contemporary houses clearly not supported (69%). For all other house types, the level
of support ranged greatly between the 11% to 34% who did not support protection, to
the 21% to 23% who supported moderate protection, to the 13% to 37% who
supported the strongest level of protection, and also levels in between those three
benchmarks.
 Stakeholder Workshop – 100% of participants support protection for major changes or
all changes for all housing types except Contemporary, which was inconclusive as
participants indicated they required further information than was available at the time.
3) Feedback on Design Guideline Principles and Scope
Participants of all engagement platforms were asked feedback on the design principles
endorsed by Council in November, 2016 (listed in Attachment 2), with the following
feedback:
Open Houses: 82% of respondents indicated that they supported the design principles
overall, 7% indicated low-to-moderate support, and 11% of responses were categorized as
not supporting the principles.

Open House: Level of
Support Overall
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Open House participants were specifically asked if contemporary design should be permitted
in the neighbourhood. Of respondents, 80% do not support (8% neutral, 12% support) new
buildings having contemporary design, and 65% do not support additions having a
contemporary design. However, 25% of respondents do support additions having a
contemporary design (10% neutral).

Open House: Level of
Support for
Contemporary new
builds/additions

Support

Neutral

Not Support

12%/25%

8%/10%

80%/65%

Online Survey: Survey participants indicated, on a sliding scale, their support for individual
design principles. Overall, respondents indicated average 42% (26% to 49%) full support for
the principles, 37% (31% to 46%) moderate support, and 16% (11% to 27%) no support.
Principles 2, 3, and 5 received the highest amount of support, and principles 1 and 4 received
moderate support. The table below summarizes this feedback, with the highlighted frames
indicating the category with the highest percentage of responses.
# Principle
1 Reflect neighbourhood heritage
values and character defining
elements
2 Ensure new elements are
compatible with the
surrounding heritage character
3 New elements be physically
and visually subordinate to and
distinguishable from original
historic fabric
4 Authentic representation of
historical development: new
development should not mimic
existing heritage buildings
5 Use principles of good
architecture, and landscape and
site design.
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41%

% moderate
43%

% no support
16%

49%

36%

14%

38%

31%

13%

26%

46%

27%

58%

31%

11%
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In addition to indicating their level of support, the survey also provided participants with an
opportunity to comment on the design principles. The main theme was related to whether or
not contemporary architecture should be permitted within the design guidelines, with the
following general points:
 Comments were either strictly in-support (3%/ 3 of 107) or not-in-support (3%/ 3 of
107) of the design guidelines permitting contemporary architecture.
 Those not-in-support of contemporary architecture indicated that the new buildings
should mimic existing heritage buildings or styles.
 Many respondents indicated that they felt strong design guidelines should be
implemented to ensure that renovations and new houses “fit in” with the character of
the neighbourhood. This was a theme of both those who support and those who do not
support permitting contemporary design.
 Some comments indicated dislike for newer contemporary style homes that had been
built in Queen’s Park recently, particularly because of their size, massing and flat roof
form.
Integrated Stakeholder Workshop: The participants at the workshop reviewed the draft
design principles in three groups. Principles 1 and 5 received full support, principles 2 and 4
received moderate support, and principle 3 received low support. The table below
summarizes the level of support for each principle by group. The highlighted frames
indicated the category with the highest number of groups.
# Principle
1 Reflect neighbourhood heritage
values and character defining
elements
2 Ensure new elements are
compatible with the
surrounding heritage character
3 New elements be physically
and visually subordinate to and
distinguishable from original
historic fabric
4 Authentic representation of
historical development: new
development should not mimic
existing heritage buildings
5 Use principles of good
architecture, and landscape and
site design.
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Similar to the online survey and the open house, issues relating to contemporary architecture,
particularly as it relates to principles 3 and 4, drew the most comment from the stakeholders.
Some participants raised concerns regarding the perceived ambiguity of terms used, such as
“compatible”, “distinguishable” and “subordinate”. Respondents commented that modern
architecture would not be appropriate to the neighbourhood’s historic character, and that new
additions or new builds should be more in keeping with existing historical styles.
Other Feedback
In addition to the three key themes, participants of the engagement events were asked other
questions related to different aspects of what may be included in a Conservation Area policy,
such as:
 Should duplex and other multi-family zoned property be subject to the Conservation
Area Regulations
 Should the Conservation Area policy support other sensitive infill like stratification of
larger homes
 Should laneway and carriage houses be subject to design guidelines in Queen’s Park
over and above the standard for the City
 Questions inquiring about support for the elements to be included in the Statement of
Significance and the Historic Value Statements
 Level of protection for other neighbourhood elements, such as apartment buildings,
accessory buildings, already Designated and Heritage Register properties, lot
attributes (e.g. subdivision, setbacks), and key landscape elements
This feedback on these topics is also included in the Consultant’s Summary report
(Attachment 3) and will be used to inform developing a Conservation Area policy and design
guidelines, should Council direct staff to proceed.
ANALYSIS
1) General Support for a Conservation Area
The feedback generally supports establishing some type of Conservation Area (Open Houses
– 76% support overall, and 33% to 100% support for protecting one or more housing type;
survey – 31% to 89% support protecting one or more housing type; stakeholder workshop –
100% support for protecting all housing types except Contemporary), although there are
differing degrees of comfort with the level of protection (discussed below in “Level of
Heritage Protection”). Comments provided by respondents of the survey indicate that those
who do not support the Conservation Area are strongly opposed to the implications of a
conservation area on property rights and cost of house maintenance. Overall there is strong
support for the implementation of mandatory design guidelines.
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At this time, staff requests the following feedback from Council: Should the City
proceed with developing a Conservation Area policy and mandatory design
guidelines for this neighbourhood?
2) Level of Heritage Protection
When considering the overall response of participants to all events (using the point scale
included in the Feedback section), open house participants gave lower protection ratings
overall, survey participants gave slightly higher protection ratings overall, and stakeholder
workshop participants gave the highest protection ratings overall. However, the feedback for
all is consistent in that all indicated a tiered protection approach, with the strongest s upport
for protection of the oldest buildings, decreasing in support to the lowest support for
protection of most recent buildings, as follows:
 Colonial (Pre-1900) and Boom Era (1900-1929) – all three consultation types
indicated a protection rating of 3 out of 5 or greater, indicating support for stronger
protection of these house eras.
 Wartime (1930-1949) – Open house participants indicated a protection rating below 3,
while survey participants ranked these 3.2 and stakeholder participants 3.6, indicating
a split on the support for level of protection of this house era.
 Post-Modern (1950-1975) and Contemporary (1976-today) – Open house and survey
participants indicated a protection rating 2.5 or lower, while stakeholder participants
rated these 3.6 and 3.0 respectively, somewhat indicating support for less strong
protection of these house eras.
However, based on the range of feedback from each consultation platform, level of
protection by housing era was clearly indicated by open house and stakeholder workshop
participants, but less clearly for survey participants, with key points as follows:
 As indicated in the General Support section, 31% to 89% of survey respondents do
support some level of protection.
 Both open house and survey feedback included a significant number of respondents
that indicated they support no protection for one or more housing eras (open house:
6% to 66%; survey: 11% to 69%).
Overall, the aggregate feedback from all events, and the range of feedback from each
consultation platform taken together indicates that, while there is support for establishing
some type of Conservation Area, it is not clearly indicated that all housing eras should have
the strongest protection or, possibly in some cases, any protection.
At this time, staff requests the following feedback from Council: If the City proceeds
with developing a Conservation Area, should it be tiered. i.e. provide different levels
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of protection for different housing eras, possibly even excluding some housing types
from protection altogether?
3) Design Guideline Principles and Scope
Overall the design guideline principles were generally supported (open house – 82% support,
survey – 42% full, 37% moderate support, stakeholder workshop – 4 of 5 principles
moderate to full support) Principles 1, 2, 4, and 5 received strong to moderate support, with
principles 5 (use principles of good architecture, and landscape and site design) receiving the
highest support of all individual principles. Principle 4 (authentic representation of historical
development: new development should not mimic existing heritage buildings) received the
lowest overall support, followed by Principle 3 (new elements be physically and visually
subordinate to and distinguishable from original historic fabric).
This is reflected in the comments received that indicated a level of discomfort with
permitting Contemporary new buildings. Also of note, public event respondents did not
support new buildings having contemporary design (80%), and mostly did not support
additions having contemporary design (65%), although a significant number of respondents
(25%) do support additions having a contemporary design. However, principles 3 and 4 are
both key tenets of the Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in
Canada, which are Council’s endorsed guidelines for heritage projects in New Westminster,
and considered the best practice for heritage conservation.
At this time, staff requests the following feedback from Council: If the City proceeds
with developing a Conservation Area policy and mandatory design guidelines, should
the design guidelines allow for only traditional style houses to be built in the
neighbourhood or should they allow both traditional and contemporary building
styles?
FEEDBACK FROM COUNCIL
Based on the information provided through this report, staff is requesting direction from
Council on the following in order to proceed with the next steps of the Conservation Area
work:
Q1: Should the City proceed with developing a Conservation Area policy and mandatory
design guidelines for this neighbourhood?
Q2: If the City proceeds with developing a Conservation Area, should it be tiered. i.e.
provide different levels of protection for different housing eras, possibly even excluding
some housing types from protection altogether?
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Q3: If the City proceeds with developing a Conservation Area policy and mandatory design
guidelines, should the design guidelines allow for only traditional style houses to be built in
the neighbourhood or should they allow both traditional and contemporary building styles?
NEXT STEPS
Report Back to the Community
As per the City’s Public Engagement Strategy, it is important to “close the loop” in public
consultation. As such, staff would develop a “What We Have Heard” brochure to distribute
online and in the neighbourhood. The brochure report back to the community on the results
of the consultation, and would also indicate how the consultation results were incorporated in
the decision-making process.
Next Steps for Council
Should Council proceed with a Conservation Area policy, the next step would be for staff to
create the first draft of the Conservation Area policy and design guidelines. These documents
would reflect the feedback received from consultation and direction provided by Council. It
is anticipated that the drafts would be presented to Council in February, with a second round
of public consultation occurring in early March.
Action
Report back to Council on Round 1 consultation (Workshop)
Draft policy and draft design guidelines for review by Council
(Workshop)
Round 2 consultation
Report back on Round 2 consultation
1st & 2 nd reading
Public Hearing

Proposed Date
January 30, 2017
February 20, 2017
March 5-12, 2017
April 10, 2017
May 1, 2017
May 29, 2017

Round 2 Consultation
Should Council proceed with a Conservation Area policy and design guidelines, Round 2 of
public consultation would include the following:








Weekend public event
Week day evening public event
Local stakeholders’ workshop
Development & real estate communities’ meeting
Heritage and architecture practitioners’ meeting
Online engagement
Continued engagement with relevant regional stakeholders
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INTERDEPARTMENTAL LIAISON
Staff is providing updates to other Departments on this work on an ongoing basis.
OPTIONS
The following options are presented for Council’s consideration:
1. That Council provide feedback to staff on the questions summarize in the Feedback
from Council section of this report.
2. That Council direct staff to proceed with creating the first draft of a Conservation
Area policy and draft design guidelines for the Queen’s Park neighbourhood based on
Council feedback, and continue with the next steps as outlined in this report.
3. That Council provide staff with alternative direction.
Staff recommends options 1 and 2.

ATTACHMENTS
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment
Attachment

1: Conservation Area Principles
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Attachment 1
Conservation Area Principles

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Principles
The Conservation Area Principles would be the foundation of the policy. Regulation
related to these foundational tenets would apply to the whole area, including private
properties and City owned lands.
Draft Conservation Principles:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.
v.
vi.

The heritage character of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood is highly valued by the
neighbourhood, the community, and the City, and is therefore worthy of
conservation.
The heritage character of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood is derived from the
varied styles of housing, and their siting, landscapes and streetscapes, which
reflect the history of New Westminster throughout the twentieth century.
Heritage character in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood stems from its relationship
with the history of governance and commerce in New Westminster, which is
reflected in its street and lot patterns, parks, and boulevards.
Most of the existing buildings and landscapes contribute to the heritage character
of the neighbourhood and should be conserved.
New development should be respectful of the overall heritage character of the
neighbourhood.
Infill should be encouraged, and should be respectful of the heritage character of
the surrounding buildings and streetscape.

Dco#966657

Attachment 2
Conservation Area Design Principles

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Design Principles
The updated design guidelines for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood will:
1. Reflect overall neighbourhood heritage values and character defining elements.
Taken together, the buildings, landscapes, site planning, and streetscapes of the Queen’s
Park neighbourhood provide a coherent heritage context, which is outlined in the
Queen’s Park Neighbourhood Context Statement and the Summary of Historic Values
for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood. This will also be reflected in the neighbourhood’s
Statement of Significance, to be prepared through the HCA process. New development
should take the elements identified through these documents into consideration.
2. Ensure new elements are compatible with the heritage character of the surrounding
building, landscape and streetscape context.
The variety of buildings and landscape features from different eras found within Queen’s
Park contribute to the heritage character of the neighbourhood. New development should
strive to be compatible with the immediate context of its streetscape, including:
landscape design and materials, site planning, building massing and visual scale.
3. Require that new elements be physically and visually subordinate to and
distinguishable from the original historic fabric of the streetscape.
The Queen’s Park Neighbourhood maintains a high level of historic buildings,
landscapes and streetscapes. New development should be complementary to the
architectural style and materials of the original historic fabric while also subtly
demonstrating and keeping record of changes occurring over time. New development
should not detract from the physical history present in the neighbourhood.
4. Encourage authentic representation of Queen’s Park’s historical development.
Each historic place within Queen’s Park is a physical record of its time, place and use.
New development should avoid creating a false sense of historical development by
mimicking existing heritage buildings, adding elements from other historic properties, or
by combining features on the same property that never coexisted.
5. Use principles of good architectural, and landscape and site design.
All new development should reflect general best practices for good design, such as:
sensitive building placement, consideration of privacy and overlook, preservation of open
space between buildings, consistency of grades, well-crafted buildings and landscapes,
careful selection and configuration of landscape and building materials, streetscape
design that is safe and functional, consideration of maintenance requirements, and
biodiversity enhancement.

Dco#961855
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BACKGROUND
Overview
Since 2013, in response to an increasing loss of heritage homes and out-of-place
replacements, the City and a residents’ Working Group have been investigating options
for heritage conservation in the Queen’s Park neighbourhood. After two years of study ,
the recommendation to Council was a Heritage Conservation Area for the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood. Subsequently, a temporary Heritage Control Period was put in place to allow
consultation to take place with the community and to allow time for the development of the
policies required for a Conservation Area. This report summarizes the outcomes of the irst
round of engagement.

Purpose
The purpose of the irst round of engagement was to:
•
•
•

inform/educate participants about possible conservation approaches and Heritage
Conservation Areas more generally;
to obtain meaningful input on draft design principles and desired protection approaches
for character deining elements; and,
to build trust and set a positive tone for the long term.

Why Engage?
The overarching purpose of the full engagement process is to continue hosting a conversation
with citizens about the future of heritage in Queen’s Park Neighbourhood, and to inform the
successful establishment of a Heritage Conservation Area (HCA).

Overall Process
The following diagram outlines the engagement activities included in round one of
engagement and also shows how these activities it into the overall process.

ROUND ONE
November - December 2016
UNDERSTANDING PRIORITIES
AND OUTCOMES
• Stakeholder Workshop
• Public Events
• Online Survey
• Other

ROUND TWO
January - March 2017
REVIEWING PROPOSAL
These activities will be informed by
learnings in Round One.
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How Input is Being Used
The input gathered will inform reinement of the draft design principles and protection options for diferent
character deining elements. These will act as a foundation for the development of design guidelines and
draft Heritage Conservation Area framework.

Alignment with City of New Westminster’s Public Engagement Strategy
In November 2016, the City of New Westminster adopted a Public Engagement Strategy, developed in part
by a Public Engagement Task Force working with SFU Centre for Dialogue’s Civic Engage program.
This Strategy consists of a set of principles for public engagement, considerations for evaluating
engagement undertaken by the City against these principles, recommendations for implementation and an
action plan to expand upon the City’s current engagement practices. This Strategy is meant to ensure that
citizens are meaningfully engaged and can have a say in shaping the future of their community.
The engagement undertaken as part of this process is designed to support and achieve the principles and
goals outlined in the Public Engagement Strategy.
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INTEGRATED STAKEHOLDER WORKSHOP
Overview
The Integrated Stakeholder
Workshop took place November
23, 2016 from 6 to 8pm at City Hall.
Twenty one participants attended,
representing four community
groups: The Queens Park Residents’
Association, the New Westminster
Historic Preservation Society, the
Heritage Conservation Area Working
Group, and the Community Heritage
Commission. This section provides
a summary of feedback that was
received during the Stakeholder
Workshop. Verbatim comments
are provided in the appendix for
reference.
The evening was divided into four distinct activities. An Opening Presentation which covered
the purpose and structure of the workshop, as well as how the input would be used and
a snapshot of the overall process. The opening presentation was followed by small group
activities. The irst activity was a Review and Discussion of Draft Principles. Participants
discussed how these principles could be further reined to better relect desired outcomes. The
second activity was to Discuss and Identify a Protection Approach for Character Deining
Elements. The inal evening activity was a Report Back of each group, to share a summary of
the key themes that emerged at their table.
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Review and Discussion on Draft Principles
Overview
During this activity, stakeholders worked
in three small groups to review and discuss
the draft principles. The ive principles
that they reviewed are included for
reference. The following is a summary of
comments, concerns and recommendations
for reinement. Verbatim comments are
included in the appendix.

Principle One
Two of three groups commented on
Principle 1. Comments included that
Principle 1 is clear, but could use stronger
language; and, that it raised some questions
- speciically about how new development
might it in, if it limited pre-1900 buildings
by referring to the neighbourhood as a
whole, or what it meant for small war time
houses.

Principle Two
Two of three groups commented on
Principle 2. Comments included that the
language should be stronger (e.g.. “should
strive” changed to “must be”) and that
it raised concerns about smaller more
vulnerable homes, and that it “goes straight
to new construction”.
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1. REFLECT OVERALL NEIGHBOURHOOD
HERITAGE VALUES AND CHARACTER
DEFINING ELEMENTS.
Taken together, the buildings, landscapes, site planning, and
streetscapes of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood provide a
coherent heritage context, which is outlined in the Queen’s Park
Neighbourhood Context Statement and the Summary of Historic
Values for the Queen’s Park Neighbourhood. This will also be
relected in the neighbourhood’s Statement of Signiicance, to
be prepared through the HCA process. New development should
take the elements identiied through these documents into
consideration.

2. ENSURE NEW ELEMENTS ARE
COMPATIBLE WITH THE HERITAGE
CHARACTER OF THE SURROUNDING
BUILDING, LANDSCAPE AND
STREETSCAPE CONTEXT.
The variety of buildings and landscape features from diferent
eras found within Queen’s Park contribute to the heritage
character of the neighbourhood. New development should strive
to be compatible with the immediate context of its streetscape,
including: landscape design and materials, site planning, building
massing and visual scale.

Principle Three
All three groups commented on Principle 3.
A lot of considerations and questions were
raised and relected overall comments that
there was a subjectivity and ambiguity to
this principle. The idea of distinguishing
new elements was questioned. Could
this make additions, for example, appear
awkward? Alternatively, this raised the
question of truth to materials (the use
of modern veneer to look like heritage
materials). Some felt that modern approach
to design would not be appropriate and
rather new elements should aim to be
sympathetic to the style of the existing
house.

Principle Four
All three groups commented on Principle 4.
Two groups supported this principle, feeling
that it was important because it supports
texture and a variety of styles. participants
also felt that it supported a neighbourhood
that was not a museum, and one that would
be a vibrant, interesting layered place. One
group irst felt that this principle was the
opposite of the desired outcome, however
after considering some of the challenges
with new construction and the idea of
authenticity, agreed that this principle
needs more discussion.
Principle Five
All three groups commented on Principle
5. Two raised the question of regulation,
and what it means on the ground. The
other wanted to add “and scale” to “sensitive
building placement”.

3. REQUIRE THAT NEW ELEMENTS BE
PHYSICALLY AND VISUALLY SUBORDINATE
TO AND DISTINGUISHABLE FROM THE
ORIGINAL HISTORIC FABRIC OF THE
STREETSCAPE.
The Queen’s Park Neighbourhood maintains a high level of historic
buildings, landscapes and streetscapes. New development should
be complementary to the architectural style and materials of
the original historic fabric while also subtly demonstrating and
keeping record of changes occurring over time. New development
should not detract from the physical history present in the
neighbourhood.

4. ENCOURAGE AUTHENTIC
REPRESENTATION OF QUEEN’S PARK’S
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT.
Each historic place within Queen’s Park is a physical record of
its time, place and use. New development should avoid creating
a false sense of historical development by mimicking existing
heritage buildings, adding elements from other historic properties,
or by combining features on the same property that never
coexisted.

5. USE PRINCIPLES OF GOOD
ARCHITECTURAL, AND LANDSCAPE AND
SITE DESIGN.
All new development should relect general best practices for
good design, such as: sensitive building placement, consideration
of privacy and overlook, preservation of open space between
buildings, consistency of grades, well-crafted buildings and
landscapes, careful selection and coniguration of landscape and
building materials, streetscape design that is safe and functional,
consideration of maintenance requirements, and biodiversity
enhancement.
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Protection Approach for Character Deining Elements
Overview
During this activity, stakeholders
worked in three small groups to
establish a protection approach to
16 Character Deining Elements.
Categories for protection were:
1.) Approval Required for All Changes
2.) Approval Required for Major
Changes Only
3.) No Approval Required for
Changes; and,
4.) Need More Information

The table to the right indicates how each element was rated. The colours indicate how many
groups placed the element under the level of protection indicated in the row. DARK BLUE is
three groups, LIGHT BLUE is two groups, and YELLOW is one group. In addition to categorizing
each element, a facilitator at each table took notes on participants comments.
One group based their placement of elements under an assumption that the term “Major”
would include anything in the front and side yard that is visible from the street, and anything
that detracts from the heritage character of the home. The other groups did not provide further
deinition.
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NEED MORE
INFORMATION

NO APPROVAL
REQUIRED FOR
CHANGES

APPROVAL
REQUIRED
FOR MAJOR
CHANGES
ONLY

APPROVAL
REQUIRED FOR
ALL CHANGES

CHARACTER DEFINING
ELEMENT

APARTMENT BUILDINGS

ACCESSORY BUILDINGS

DESIGNATED HERITAGE
BUILDINGS

HERITAGE REGISTER
PROPERTIES

COLONIAL ERA HOUSES

3 GROUPS
2 GROUPS
1 GROUP
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BOOM ERA HOUSES

WARTIME ERA HOUSES

POST MODERN ERA
HOUSES

CONTEMPORARY HOUSES

FRONT YARD DEPTH

SIDE YARD SPACE

3 GROUPS
2 GROUPS
1 GROUP
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NEED MORE
INFORMATION

NO APPROVAL
REQUIRED FOR
CHANGES

APPROVAL
REQUIRED
FOR MAJOR
CHANGES
ONLY

APPROVAL
REQUIRED FOR
ALL CHANGES

CHARACTER DEFINING
ELEMENT

NEED MORE
INFORMATION

NO APPROVAL
REQUIRED FOR
CHANGES

APPROVAL
REQUIRED
FOR MAJOR
CHANGES
ONLY

APPROVAL
REQUIRED FOR
ALL CHANGES

CHARACTER DEFINING
ELEMENT

DESIGNATED TREES

MASONRY
RETAINING WALLS

MATURE TREES

LOT LINES FOR LARGE LOTS

LOT LINES FOR SMALL LOTS

3 GROUPS
2 GROUPS
1 GROUP
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PUBLIC OPEN HOUSES
Overview
The Queens Park Public Open
Houses took place November 30,
2016 from 5:30 to 7:30 pm, and
December 3, 2016 from 12:30 to 3:30
pm at Century House in Moody Park.
38 people attended the irst open
house and 68 people attended the
second. A majority of the people
who attended live in Queen’s Park
neighbourhood. This section
provides a summary of feedback
received during the Open Houses.
Verbatim comments and display
boards are provided in the appendix
for reference. The Open Houses
included interactive boards that
presented information and obtained
community input.
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HCA Level of Support

HCA and Zoning

This display board explained WHY Conservations
Areas are good for a neighbourhood and WHAT
they mean for homeowners. Participants then
indicated whether or not they supported a Heritage
Conservation Area based on the ‘Whys’ and ‘Whats’
described, and provided open ended comments.

This display board explained that a Conservation
Area would not change the current zoning. The
current RS-1 zoning allows for single detached
dwellings. Carriage and laneway houses are being
considered for inclusion in the RS-1 zone as a part
of the City’s Oicial Community Plan update. If
approved by Council, the OCP would permit this
type of inill in RS-1 neighbourhoods including
Queen’s Park.

Level of Support Question
Do you support a Heritage Conservation Area that
would be comprised of these elements?
Don’t Support

Support

14%

11%

76%

(5)

(4)

(28)

Level of Support Questions
Participants then indicated their level of support for
three related questions:
Should duplex and other multi-family zoned
property be subject to the Conservation Area
Regulations?
Support
Don’t Support

General Comments
General comments relected both concern and
support for the establishment of an HCA Area.
Concerns were that an HCA needs to be sensitive
to current needs to support livability, that it should
not be too generalized or unfair to those wishing
to rebuild but more speciic to speciic houses.
Comments in support included that legislation
provided a tool for residents to shape the
neighbourhood, and to protect elements that are
like and open conversation about them.
Other concerns that were raised are demolition by
neglect, who decides on the guidelines, and the
role of residents’ approval.
There were two comments received asking for
clarity on how conlicts between property owner
rights and Conservation Area (eg. sq. footages
allowed by zoning) would be resolved, and asking
for ine grain consideration of properties so that
bungalows are not treated the same as all other
heritage properties.

4%

4%

92%

(1)

(1)

(26)

Should the Conservation Area Policy support
other sensitive inill like stratiication of larger
homes?
Don’t Support

Support

31%

3%

66%

(11)

(1)

(23)

Should laneway and carriage houses be subject
to design guidelines speciic to Queen’s Park, over
and above the standard for the city?
Don’t Support

Support

13%

17%

70%

(4)

(5)

(21)
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General Comments

Conirming Importance

There were general comments in support of inill
(3) and not in support of inill (4), and there was
one comment in support of stratiication.

Participants were asked to conirm the importance
of these elements by placing a dot under the
elements they think should be recognized within
the Statement of Signiicance. The elements are (in
order of highest rated):

There was one comment received saying laneways
are ine for rental or family use, but not for separate
ownership.

History of Queen’s Park
This display board provided a timeline
summarizing the key elements of neighbourhood
history that helped to shape the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood.
General Comments
Did we miss any big milestones?
One comment was received, noting the
signiicance of the First Heritage Homes Tour which
took place in 1981.

House Styles
This display board provided a overview of a range
of housing styles ranging from the late 1800’s Early
Vernacular through to late 20th century styles.
General Comments
Three general comments were made. They were
that Queen’s Park heritage has a range of examples
of 20th century architecture, that not all historic
houses are equal, and that tax incentives would
increase desirability of heritage homes.

1. Queen’s Park 36
2. Space between Homes 34
3. Grand Homes and Garden 31
4. Small “English-Common” 31
5. Mature Trees and Landscape 30
6. Grand Boulevards 30
7. Similar Materials 29
8. Small Homes 28
9. Various Architectural Styles 28
10. Property Layout 27
11. Street Widths 23
12. Cultural Traditions 20
13. Views 19
14. Physical Remnants 19
15. Street Grid 17
16. Armouries 15
17. City Hall 12
18. Church 11
19. Flat Topography 9
20. High Point in the city 8
General Comments
Comments included: the variation in scale of
houses; that big trees and scale of new trees is
important; and vintage street lighting (with two
dots placed in support). Other comments noted
that there is no grid on some streets south of 3
Avenue where they dead-end and suggested
changing the zoning where apartment buildings
are in order to preserve density.

Statement of Signiicance
These two display boards provided an overview of
the twenty elements that would form part of the
Statement of Signiicance, which would be used
to evaluate change in the future. The elements
presented were identiied by the Queen’s Park
Working Group and through city-wide public
consultation carried out in 2009.
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Historic Value Statements
Key historic values for the neighbourhood were
identiied by the resident-led Queen’s Park Working
Group.

Conirming Importance
Participants were asked to conirm the importance
of these elements by rating the importance of
each. This is how they were rated:
Level of Support Questions
History of the Neighbourhood
Not Important

Important

3%

38%

59%

(1)

(11)

(17)

Regional and Local Parks
Not Important

Important
100%

Other identiied valuable elements were: the
diversity of housing types and style; walkability;
small shops in general; and, the mix of single family
housing and multi-family housing. The holly on
5th Street was identiied as an exception to the
importance of landscape, and was identiied as not
attractive.

Council Approval
This display board asked: What should require
Council approval? One of the regulatory elements
of the Conservation Area is that some changes may
require Council approval, which generally means
that the building, landscape, or other feature would
have greater protection. Participants placed stickers
to indicate yes to Council approval or no to Council
approval on a range of topics. Topics that were not
relevant to the category were not included.

(39)

Demolition / Removal

Formal Street Design
Not Important

Important
6%

94%

(2)

(31)

Residential Scale and Setting
Not Important

Important

2%

12%

86%

(1)

(5)

(36)

Landscape
Not Important

Important
3%

97%

(1)

(39)

YES 90% (35) / NO 10% (4) Apartment Building
YES 90% (38) / NO 10% (4) Boom Era Houses
(1900-1920)
YES 89% (33) / NO 11% (4) Colonial Era Houses
(Pre-1900)
YES 33% (5) / NO 66% (10) Contemporary Houses
(1985 - 2016)
YES 94% (31) / NO 6%(2) Designated buildings
YES 87% (26) / NO 13% (4) Designated trees
YES 94% (30) / NO 6% (2)
Heritage Register
Properties
YES 78% (18) / NO 22% (5) Masonry / retaining
Walls
YES 84% (27) / NO 16% (5) Mature Trees
YES 54% (26) / NO 46% (22) (Post)modern Houses
(1950-1975)
YES 67% (30) / NO 33% (15) War Era Houses
(1920-1950)

General Comments

Major Changes

Participants were asked what else is valuable to
them in the neighbourhood.

YES 94% (31) / NO 6% (3)
Apartment Building
YES 69% (18) / NO 31% (8) Accessory Buildings
YES 84% (27) / NO 16% (6) Boom Era Houses
(1900-1920)
YES 43% (9) / NO 57% (12) Contemporary
Houses (1985 - 2016)

One comment was received in support of the
shops on 2nd Street and 4th Avenue, and one
comment not in support of these shops.
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YES 93 % (27) / NO 7% (2) Designated buildings
YES 81% (22) / NO 19% (5) Front Yard Depth
YES 93% (27) / NO 7% (2) Heritage Register
Properties
YES 100% (26) / NO (0)
Lot Lines (Large Lots)
YES 96% (23) / NO 4% (1) Lot Lines (Small Lots)
YES 67% (16) / NO 33% (8) Masonry / retaining
Walls
YES 57% (17) / NO 43% (13) (Post)modern Houses
(1950-1975)
YES 88% (23) / NO 12% (3) Side Yard Depth
YES 75% (27) / NO 25% (9) War Era Houses
(1920-1950)
Note: A typo on the engagement material resulted in the
unintended exclusion of “Colonial Era Houses” in the “Major
Changes” category.

Minor Changes
YES 5% (1) / NO 95% (20) Apartment Building
YES (0) / NO 100% (19)
Accessory Buildings
YES 26% (6) / NO 74% (17) Boom Era Houses
(1900-1920)
YES (0) / NO 100% (17)
Colonial Era Houses
(Pre-1900)
YES 19% (4) / NO 81% (17) Contemporary
Houses (1985 - 2016)
YES 26% (6) / NO 74% (17) Designated buildings
YES 42% (10) / NO 58% (14) Heritage Register
Properties
YES 6% (1) / NO 94% (15) Masonry / retaining
Walls
YES 5% (1) / NO 95% (18) (Post)modern
Houses (1950-1975)
YES 27% (6) / NO 73% (16) Side Yard Depth
YES 19% (4) / NO 81% (17) War Era Houses
(1920-1950)
Are there other changes that you would like to see
protected?
Participants left the following comments: correct
the zoning to keep the multi-family in good shape;
some homes from these periods are worth saving…
others not; and, replace old large diseased trees.

Inventory of Existing Building Ages
This board presented an inventory of existing
buildings by age range. Ranges include: Pre 1900,
1900 to 1919, 1920 to 1945, 1946 to 1964, Post
1964, and unknown.
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General Comments
There was one general comment received which
identiied that there are few homes representing
the 1946 to 1964 time period and recommending
that special attention should be given to this
period.

Inventory of Demolition in the
Previous Decade
This board presented an inventory of demolitions
that have occurred in the last ten years.
General Comments
There were two comments questioning if the
map was accurate or missing any demolition
information.
There was one comment that there are not enough
permits given, two comments that there are too
many already, and another that we need to protect
our rights as Canadians.
There were three comments ofering the idea that
new architecture could also be relevant.
There was one suggestion that the City could
provide six “heritage looking designs” for owners to
choose.
One comment was received suggesting that 106
First Street may have been missed.

Heritage Designated Properties
This board presented an inventory of legally
protected properties in Queen’s Park.
General Comments
There were two comments that a Conservation
Area needs to be legislated; one comment that
a case-by-case basis is needed for evaluating
protection needs; and one comment that diverse
history of housing is part of the inherent value in
Queen’s Park.

Two comments questioned the level of protection
a registry provides, and one comment against inill
was made.

Level of Support

Heritage Register Properties

Don’t Support

This board presented an inventory of properties
already identiied as having heritage value, and
noted that they are not legally protected through
this.
General Comments
Two comments supported inill, one comment
supported laneway houses, and one comment
supported the idea of allowing Queen’s Park
evolve naturally to meet the needs of residents.
One person noted that facades should it into the
neighbourhood.
Two comments were against laneway homes or
inill, one against laneway homes, and four against
inill. One comment said ‘streetscape’.
Both of these request more clarity; deining
“the register” and what it means for the houses
that are not identiied. One of these comments
also recommended consultation with owners of
properties that are not identiied to determine
what they want.
Another questioned if 127 Queen’s Avenue is a
Heritage Register property, and another pointed
out that there are many overlaps with Heritage
Designated Properties.

Conservation Area Principles
This board presented draft Conservation Area
Principles that would be the foundation of the
policy. It explained that regulation related to
these principles would apply to the whole area.
Participants were asked to rate their level of
support for the draft principles, and were also
provided with a space for providing general
comments.

What do you think of the draft Principles?
Support

15%

11%

74%

(4)

(3)

(20)

General Comments
Do you have any additional comments about the
draft Conservation Area Principles?
One person commented that there should be a
moratorium on demolitions and another that all
elements big and small merit saving. Two people
said that demolition is not the problem, but rather
the quality of the replacement; guidelines were
supported by two.
Two comments related to Principle 4. Including
that each situation should be treated on own
merits and conservation balanced with other
considerations; and that criteria be established to
preserve what is valuable and allow for growth and
renewal. Other comments were that streetscape is
too broad and subjective, and that they should aim
to achieve heritage preservation via incentives, not
punitive measures.

Design Principles and Guidelines for
New Development
This board presented draft Design Principles
that would be the shape the development of
the updated design guidelines. Participants
were asked to rate their level of support for the
draft principles, contemporary architecture, and
additions. They also provided general comments.
Level of Support Questions
What do you think of the draft design principles?
Don’t Support
Support
18%

82%

(4)

(18)
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Should new buildings be allowed to have a
contemporary design?
Don’t Support
Support
80%

8%

12%

(20)

(2)

(3)

Should additions be allowed to have a
contemporary design?
Don’t Support

Support

65%

10%

25%

(13)

(2)

(5)

General Comments
There were six comments received. There were
two comments that support Principle #4, that
contemporary designs should be allowed. One
comment supported the idea of additions at the
back. Four comments were received about the
language. One was that the language in Principle
#2 should be stronger (eg. not ‘strive’ but ‘meet’),
one commented that Principle #3 is confusing, and
did not support “visually subordinate” . Another
felt that language about being complementing but
diferent was confusing.
There was one comment that contemporary design
does not it into the Queen’s Park neighbourhood,
and one comment that sympathetic new
architecture would be appropriate. Another
person commented that what really matters is
building siting and massing rather than design.
One person commented that they only support
new laneway houses.
Two speciic comments were made on Principle
4 and 5. For principle four that any changes
should relect the style of the original home and
not be distinct, and that principle ive is the most
important and why the guidelines need to be
stronger regulations.
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Demographic Snapshot
The online survey asked for some demographic
information to help provide an understanding
of who participated in the survey. The inal page
of the survey asked whether or not people were
renters or owners, what their age grouping was,
and whether or not they lived in Queen’s Park. A
total of 156 responses were received. The results
are summarized below:

Are you a renter or a owner?

9+1+z
5+1+6+8
Owner (99%)
(154)

Renter (1%)
(2)

What is your age?

20-34
(8)
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35-49
(47)

50-64
(70)

65+
(28)

5+5+z

Do you live in Queens Park?

Yes (95%)
(143)

No (5%)
(7)

Design Principles
The irst series of questions sought to obtain input
on the draft design principles which will assist
property owners, developers, architects, designers
and the City of New Westminster in designing,
evaluating, and implementing the rehabilitation of
existing buildings, and the design of new buildings
within the potential Queen’s Park Conservation
Area. The series of questions was meant to
determine the level of support for each principle,
asking participants to rank each principle using
a 1-5 star rating, with 1 star showing the lowest
support and 5 stars showing the highest support.

Principle One: Relect overall neighbourhood
heritage values and character deining elements.
Taken together, the buildings, landscapes, site
planning, and streetscapes of the Queen’s Park
neighbourhood provide a coherent heritage context.
Don’t Support

7%
(13)

Average Ranking:

Support

11%
(20)

Don’t Support

14%
(26)

Level of Support Questions

16%
(29)

Principle 2: Ensure new elements are compatible
with the heritage character of the surrounding
building, landscape and streetscape context. The
variety of buildings and landscape features from
diferent eras found within Queen’s Park contribute
to the heritage character of the neighbourhood. New
development should strive to be compatible with
the immediate context of its streetscape, including:
landscape design and materials, site planning,
building massing and visual scale.

25%
(46)

41%
(76)

7%
(13)

Average Ranking:

Support

10%
(19)

19%
(35)

49%
(91)

3.83 Stars

Principle 3: Require that new elements be physically
and visually subordinate to and distinguishable
from the original historic fabric of the streetscape.
The Queen’s Park Neighbourhood has a high level of
historic buildings and landscapes. New development
should be complementary to the architectural style
and materials of the original fabric while also subtly
demonstrating and keeping record of change. New
development should not detract from the history of
the neighbourhood.

3.69 Stars
Don’t Support

13%
(23)

15%
(27)

Average Ranking:

Support

14%
(25)

2%
(35)

38%
(67)

3.54 Stars
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Principle 4: Encourage authentic representation of
Queen’s Park’s historical development. Each place
in Queen’s Park is a physical record of its time. New
development should avoid creating a false sense of
history such as mimicking existing heritage buildings,
or by adding elements from other historic eras which
never coexisted.

Don’t Support

27%
(49)

16%
(29)

Average Ranking:

Support

17%
(30)

13%
(24)

26%
(47)

2.95 Stars

Principle 5: Use principles of good architectural,
landscape and site design. All new development
should relect general best practices for good design,
such as: sensitive building placement, consideration
of privacy and overlook, preservation of open space
between buildings, consistency of grades, well-crafted
buildings and landscapes, careful selection and
coniguration of landscape and building materials,
streetscape design that is safe and functional,
consideration of maintenance requirements, and
biodiversity enhancement.
Don’t Support

11%
(19)

6%
(10)

Average Ranking:
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Support

7%
(12)
4.06 Stars

18%
(30)

58%
(100)

Designated Buildings: These are properties that
already have legal protection.

Protection Options
The second series of questions sought to
determine the level of protection a variety of
elements should receive. One of the regulatory
elements of the Conservation Area is that some
changes may require Council approval, which
generally means that the building landscape, or
other feature would have greater protection.
Participants were instructed to select 1 star if all
changes were to be allowed, 3 stars if only major
changes would need approval, and 5 stars if all
changes should require approval. Elements were
grouped into the following categories: types
of buildings; building age; lot attribute; and
landscaping.

Less Protection

7%
(13)

3%
(6)

Average Ranking:

More Protection

13%
(23)

19%
(34)

57%
(101)

4.16 Stars

Heritage Register Properties: These are properties
already identiied as having heritage value, though
they are not legally protected.
Less Protection

More Protection

Types of Buildings
Apartment Buildings: There are a handful of multifamily buildings in the neighbourhood.

Less Protection

More Protection

18%
(32)

11%
(19)

Average Ranking:

23%
(40)

18%
(32)

30%
(53)

3.32 Stars

Building Age
18%
(32)

13%
(22)

Average Ranking:

29%
(51)

21%
(36)

19%
(34)

3.11 Stars

Less Protection

Accessory Buildings: These are smaller buildings
associated with homes, including garages and
workshops.
Less Protection

29%
(51)

20%
(35)

Average Ranking:

More Protection

25%
(45)

Colonial Era: These are homes constructed before
1900. Styles include Early Vernacular, Workers
Cottage, Victorian (shown), and Queen Anne.

15%
(26)

11%
(19)

8%
(14)

Average Ranking:

More Protection

22%
(39)

22%
(38)

37%
(64)

3.66 Stars

11%
(20)

2.61 Stars
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Boom Era Houses: These are homes constructed
between 1900 and 1920. Styles include: Edwardian,
Craftsman (shown), Art Deco, and Revival(s).

Contemporary Houses: These are homes
constructed between 1985 and present day.
Less Protection

Less Protection

12%
(21)

8%
(15)

21%
(36)

23%
(40)

36%
(62)

69%
(120)

12%
(21)

Average Ranking:
Average Ranking:

More Protection

More Protection

12%
(20)

Less Protection

1.60 Stars

Lot Attributes
Front Yard Depth: These refer to the distances
between buildings and the sidewalk/street, which
allow room for gardens and lawns.

More Protection
Less Protection

13%
(22)

Average Ranking:

23%
(40)

18%
(32)

26%
(45)

18%
(31)

13%
(23)

More Protection

26%
(44)

Average Ranking:

Less Protection

Average Ranking:

Lot Lines for Large Lots: These refer to the historic
property lines that still exist today, for large lots that
are 8000 square feet or larger.

More Protection

22%
(39)

9%
(16)

13%
(23)

25%
(42)

13%
(22)

More Protection

23%
(40)

2.46 Stars
Average Ranking:
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24%
(41)

3.18 Stars

Less Protection

21%
(36)

19%
(32)

3.19 Stars

Post Modern Era Houses: These are homes
constructed between 1950 and 1975. Styles include
Westcoast Modern (shown), International, Postmodern, and Mid-Century Modern.

34%
(60)

4%
(7)

3.62 Stars

Wartime Era Houses: These are homes constructed
between 1920 and 1950. Styles houses include Arts
and Craft, Storybook (shown), Cottage, Entreguerre,
and Modern.

20%
(34)

3%
(5)

3.02 Stars

15%
(26)

24%
(41)

Lot Lines for Small Lots: These refer to the historic
property lines that still exist today, for large lots that
are 6000 square feet or smaller.

Masonry / Retaining Walls: These are historic walls
surrounding properties.
Less Protection

Less Protection

24%
(40)

13%
(22)

Average Ranking:

More Protection

More Protection

20%
(34)

17%
(29)

26%
(45)

3.11 Stars

24%
(42)

14%
(24)

Average Ranking:

23%
(40)

20%
(34)

18%
(31)

2.94 Stars

Side Yard Space: These refer to the historic distances
that still exist today between neighbouring houses.

Mature Trees: These are trees that have a minimum
8 inch diameter at breast height.

Less Protection

Less Protection

21%
(36)

13%
(23)

Average Ranking:

More Protection

19%
(33)

13%
(22)

33%
(57)

23%
(39)

12%
(20)

More Protection

22%
(38)

15%
(26)

28%
(47)

3.25 Stars
Average Ranking:

3.14 Stars

Landscape

Additional Comments

Designated Trees: These are historic trees that
already have a heritage designation and are therefore
protected by the City.

The third section of the online survey gave
participants with an opportunity to provide
additional comments. A total of 71 comments were
received. These comments are included verbatim in
the appendix.

Less Protection

15%
(26)

9%
(15)

Average Ranking:

More Protection

20%
(34)

19%
(32)

38%
(65)

3.56 Stars
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APPENDIX
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VERBATIM COMMENTS
Integrated Stakeholder Workshop
Draft Principles
Principle 1
Group 1 Comments:
• Clear, which is good
• Does it limit pre-1900 buildings because it refers
to neighbourhood as a whole?
• How does new development it into this?
• I worry about small war time houses
Group 2 Comments:
• Change last sentence from “New development
should take the elements identiied through
these documents into consideration” to “New
development should adhere to the elements
identiied through these documents”.
• Stronger language
Principle 2
Group 1 Comments:
• Should be stronger than “should strive”
• Concerned about smaller vulnerable homes
• Concerned that goes straight to new
construction
Group 2 Comments:
• Change wording from “should strive to be...” to
“must be...”.
• Stronger language
Principle 3
Group 1 Comments:
• What is “compatible”? e.g.. for coach houses?
• Concern that making “distinguishable” will make
it look awkward, ie. additions
Group 2 Comments:
• Change wording from “new elements be
physically and visually subordinate to and
distinguishable from. the original..” to “new
elements be physically and visually sympathetic

•
•
•

to the original....”
Ambiguity
“Distinct from” = Modern = Not appropriate
Be sympathetic to the original design

Group 3 Comments:
• 1903 house with 1912 addition
• House on Regina
• Scale important
• Currently examples of both great and weaker
additions
• Like “complimentary” - subjective but good
choice - better than mimic
• “New elements” to vague - no scale to change
• Additions with same style of existing house can
be good
• Currently no “coherence”
• Who decides is the problem / challenge
• Watering down is problematic - for example,
hard-board instead of cedar, stone veneer
instead of stone
• Truth to materials
• No turrets!
Principle 4
Group 1 Comments:
• 100% support - few architects have actual
historic skill-sets to make them authentic
Group 2 Comments:
• Change wording from “new development
should avoid creating a false sense of historical
development by mimicking existing heritage
buildings, adding elements from other historic
properties, or by combining features on the
same property that never coexisted” to “new
development should create a authentic sense
of historical development by adopting heritage
elements.”
• Needs more discussion
Group 3 Comments:
• Important because texture, variety of styles, not
a museum, a vibrant, interesting layered place
• Long sentences - diicult to read
• Can be charming - not sure how to reconcile
“eclectic craftsman” with this principle
• Evolution is important - problem with
“authenticity” more dynamic than that
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•

Allow some sense of organic development

Principle 5
Group 1 Comments:
• Sounds good, but how does the City regulate?
• Not should but ‘must’ - you will have more teeth
‘Group 2 Comments:
• Add “and scale” to “sensitive building placement
and scale...”.
Group 3 Comments:
• In principle it is good, how this plays out is the
problem

Need More Information
• Contemporary Houses - dates? Era? Speciic
Styles only?
• Every house is special and contributes
to streetscape, so community wants
involvement
No Approval Required for Changes
• Group 2
Approval for All Changes
• Designated Heritage Buildings
• Designated Trees
• Lot Lines for Small Lots
• Lot Lines for Large Lots

Protection Approach for Elements
Protection Categories:
Group 1
Approval for All Changes
• Colonial Era Houses
• Just a few and needs most protection
• Mature Trees
• Designated Trees
• Designated Heritage Buildings
Approval for Major Changes Only
• Heritage Register Properties
• Masonry / Retaining Walls
• Lot Lines for Large Lots
• Lot Lines for Small Lots
• Front Yard Depth
• Needs to be consistent with streetscape
already in zoning.
• Side Yard Space
• Accessory Buildings
• Apartment Buildings
• Post Modern Era
• Post Modern - too broad of a time span?
• Wartime Houses
• Boom Era Houses
• Bread and butter of our neighbourhood
- economic driver but don’t want to
discourage support for HCA (time, efort,
money and buy in from neighbours)
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Approval for Major* Changes Only
*Deinition of “Major” to include: anything in the
front and side yard that is visible from the street,
and anything that detracts from the heritage
character of the home.
• Apartment Buildings (more discussion needed not currently allowed in zoning)
• Post Modern Era Houses
• Boom Era Houses
• Wartime Era Houses
• Accessory Buildings
• Front Yard Depth
• Side Yard Space
• Mature Trees
• Colonial Era Houses
• Heritage Register Properties
• Contemporary Houses
• Masonry Retaining Walls
Need More Information
• No Approval Required for Changes
• Group 3
Approval for All Changes*
*Let’s be clear about what “approval” is
• Post Modern Era Houses
• Boom Era Houses
• Heritage Register Properties
• Front Yard Depth
• Apartment Buildings

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Designated Heritage Buildings
Wartime Era Houses
Side Yard Space
Lot Lines for Small Lots
• 6,000 sq. ft. seems large
• Good small lot - 3,000
Lot Lines for Large Lots
Colonial Era Houses
Designated Trees

Approval for Major Changes Only
• Masonry Retaining Walls
Need More Information
• Contemporary Houses
• Accessory Buildings
• Need more involvement
• Is it build at the same time as the house?
This changes things - important to
historical integrity
• Do historic out buildings require the same
level of protection?
• Mature Trees
• New by-law governing already, but will be
relaxed
No Approval Required for Changes
• -
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•

distinguish the heritage of a house.
Aim to achieve heritage preservation via
incentives, not punitive measures.

Design Principles and Guidelines for New
Development
• The wording should be stronger. #2 - not strive
but meet, and #3 not should but must.
• #3 is confusing - don’t agree with “visually
subordinate” issue (x 2 hot dots)
• #4 agree fully! Keep and preserve real and true
quality examples. Do not allow or encourage
“fake” old (x 1 hot dot)
• If complementing, but diferent as in point 3?
I’m confused...
• Addition at back - sure! (x 1 hot dot)
• Allow contemporary design so that we can
add new homes to the Heritage Register
representing 21st Century design. Quality is
universal principle.
Thank you!
• Design principles refer to “original historic
fabric” but conservation principles say character
is derived from varied styles through the 20th
century? So what “original historic fabric” are
you referring to?
• Who are we saving the neighbourhood for?
Us, or the people who will live here in 2050? Is
our architectural heritage going to ignore 2016
style - and stop with what we have now? (x 1
hot dot)
• Pre-war homes “1940” should be protected not
newer
• Design principles for new development should
be collaborative, with city making concessions
(additional sq. footage, laneway house) if
property owners conceded some of what RS-1
allows - use collaboration, encourage through
tax code (assessments) instead of punitive
(simply refusing permits)
• Will there be clear distinction between heritage
value of neighbourhood v. heritage value of
individual houses? Not all houses are equally
important.
• We are fully in favour of new builds
being required to be sympathetic to the
neighbourhood, but are concerned that the
protections given to existing homes will be too
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strict. People should be able to rebuild (unless
house is very historically and architecturally
signiicant), as long as the new house is
heritage-style.
Draft Land Use Designation Map
• Existing duplexes apt. bldgs., rooming houses
need to be relected in zoning not RS-1

Queens Park Open House #2
Heritage Conservation Area Level of Support
• I don’t like voting by stickers – requires no
discussion – send out a questionnaire
• Not every house is worth saving. A house still
has to be a home suitable for people today.
• Approval subject to Q.P. Resident Design Panel
• Who decides guidelines?
• If someone wants to improve the look of a
house by taking down old if replacing with an
old look – what is the problem?
• Many choose to move to QP because of
current streetscape, HCA will require them to
participate in conversations about streetscape
in good way
• Denying permits to those who bought in good
faith to build a new more suitable house is
unfair to them
• What does having no protection mean when
control period expires
• What about demolition by neglect?
• I agree that heritage and historical value cannot
be measured with money. Similarly, human
sufering cannot be compensated. However
built for living, not to be admired. Human
height has increased through generations.
Design in the past is not itting for modern
humans. Forcing a home owner to live in an
undersized past built building is like keeping
a 6” man in a 4” tall prison. It is inhumane and
cruel.
• It is about compromise – I want the heritage in
my neighbourhood protected and the only way
to do so is legislate with a HCA, but that doesn’t
mean we lose control. Instead it gives residents
the ability to decide what is acceptable. I’ve
lived in many HCAs and I believe it increased
the property value in the neighbourhood and
set an expectation as to what was acceptable

•

and what wasn’t. Many think it gives the
“control” to the City when in actuality it is
meant to give legal protective control to the
neighbourhood and residents.
Potential negatives must be considered:
restricting land use could very well lower
property values; owners of small less-desirable
properties will be more greatly afected;
renovations can be very expensive for heritage
properties; new residents have massive
mortgages, and are less likely to survive
inancial loss / hardship; not every house is
worth preserving.

HCA and Zoning
• I bought in Queens Park and didn’t expect to
be now faced with laneway housing on 2 sides
and behind me. Not all places should be for
densiication.
• Current laneway guidelines are ine for QP
• Laneway houses should not be allowed in QP
• Not in favour of laneway houses – value
greenspace and air space more!!
• Inill and laneway is great way to get to allowed
square footage
• Heritage – style duplexes = yes; new build
heritage style duplexes = yes
• Correct the zoning of current multi-family
please
• Stratiication of large homes a good idea for
future retention
• Inill, laneway and carriage housing signiicantly
change the experience of a neighbourhood.
As a result, HCA should now make concurrent
approval for inill and laneway. HCA in QP
Neighbourhood could fulill the 2006 Liveable
City Strategy which identiies heritage as a key
economic driver of the City. Diferentiation is a
marketing term which deines how a business
can ‘win’ in a sea of competitors. Marketing and
competition are not typically areas of expertise
for cities. However, it is a function of business
to know how to leverage a diferentiated
aspect or focus and this skill set should be
sought. Also, afordability is the function of
densiication. New West has 3 SkyTrain Stations,
typically already identiied for ‘afordable’ and
densiied development. Densiication for the
purpose of afordability has been and is in the
plan for New West and need not co-occur in the

QP Neighbourhood.
House Styles
• QP is a unique place that has example of a
range of 20th century architecture. That is its
heritage.
• Not all classical music are the same. Some
pieces deserve to pass down the history. Some
pieces have long been forgotten. Instead of
preserving every historic house because they
are old, efort should focus on exemplifying
designs that are good. Current blanket
category based on building age is lawed and
borderline embarrassing for group who claims
to love and appreciate architecture.
• Tax incentives for heritage homes would help in
their desirability
Statement of Signiicance
• Want vintage street lighting (x 2 sticky dots)
Statement of Signiicance
• Boulevard Trees Dirty – planted female trees
with fruit! Some trees are just ugly! Size of new
plants out of character.
• Character of houses mostly in keeping. Big
trees.
• People walk a lot and you meet neighbours.
Small and bigger houses.
Historic Values Statement
• Shops on 2nd street and 4th Avenue are not
needed. Change to residential.
• Shops on 2nd St. and 4th Avenue of positive
value to streetscape and neighbourhood.
• Exception: the “mature” holly bushes on 5th St.
are NOT attractive.
• The diversity of housing types and style (x 1
sticky dot).
• Walkability. Small shops in the streets eg. 2nd
Street (x 1 sticky dot).
• Mix of single family housing and multi-family.
What should require Council approval?
• Say yes but only applies to changes to front of
house.
• Correct the zoning to keep the multi-family in
good shape.
• This language is unclear.
• It depends. Some homes from these periods
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are worth saving… others not. (x 1 sticky dot)
Replace old large diseased trees (dangerous) (x
4 sticky dots).

Building Age
• Very few homes representing ’46 – 64. I think
special attention should be given to them!
Demolition Permits
• This map doesn’t seem totally accurate. 412?
• Are we missing any?!
• We need to protect our rights as Canadians.
• Great architects can design homes that blend in
with neighbourhood.
• There have been far too many demolitions
where ugly homes are built in place of the
house removed. We need strict guidelines so
that they it into our lovely neighbourhood.
• New designs can be pleasing and elegant.
There are many great architects in New West
who can be both innovative yet draw out
the elements of previous designs that will be
suitable for the neighbourhood.
• Guidelines re: the style (aesthetic) of “new”
build should be available ie. 6 “heritage” looking
designs owners can choose from (x 1 sticky
dot).
• Too many already.
• Not enough permits given.
• Imagine you are forced to wear the clothing
you have for eternity. You are only allowed to
repair but not wear new ones. Reasons are
that they are of historic values and that other
people enjoy seeing the clothing you are
wearing, even though you are actually sufering
inside because the clothing is old and no
longer comfortable. Since when sacriicing few
individuals for greater goods of community is a
Canadian value. (x1 sticky dot).
Heritage Register Properties
• QP needs strong protection of heritage…
houses, parks, roads, etc. Make it law.
• Being on registry ofers no oicial protection.
Need HCA for protection.
• How is a ‘registry’ a form of protection?
• Houses needed to be evaluated on a case-bycase basis! Some are not livable!
• Mid-century modern and diverse history
of house styles is part of the value of the
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neighbourhood.
Don’t support inill.

Conservation Area Principles
• Inill is available at 5 SkyTrain nodes in New
West. Afordability through inill is available
in copious amount at 5 SkyTrain stations and
should not be included.
• NO to inill and laneway homes. It is ruining our
neighbourhood.
• Please no laneway or inill homes – respect
value of green space.
• Thoughtful, well planned inill means that
places won’t be torn down to build bigger.
• Support laneway houses.
• No inill.
• Streetscape.
• Facades should at least it into the
neighbourhood.
• Inill is a great way to reach allowed square
footage.
• No inill (x 1 sticky dot)
• No laneway homes
• The elegance and neighbourhood is worth
preserving. However, that does not mean not
evolving. Don’t you want a neighbourhood
that grows and advances? Don’t you want
young families to grow and thrive in the
neighbourhood so they will be from supporter
of the neighbourhood in the future. By
restricting any changes you restrict progress.
Neighbourhood is for living, not for being
admired as a museum.
Design Principles and Guidelines for New
Development
• What do you mean by contemporary
• Really have some class… What’s next.
• If you don’t appreciate heritage homes, don’t
buy here! Go to some other municipality! We
value our heritage homes.
• Contemporary design does not it in this
neighbourhood.
• Don’t support except for new laneway house
• #4 Principle – Additions / Alterations should
relect the style of the original home. Distinct
additions detract from the whole original.
Homes should not be connected by a passage
way to the new. Nor should the roolines or
windows etc. be distinct.

•
•
•
•
•
•

#5 This is most important and why the
guidelines need to be stronger regulations.
Needs to be very clear so we know what we are
commenting on at next stage of process.
Language needs to be stronger – ie. “strive”
“avoid” > not strong enough
Exterior design is VERY important.
I am more concerned about streetscape,
setback not exceeding height vs. design.
New designs can be elegant and pleasing.
There are great architects in NW who can be
both innovative yet incorporating elements
from historic design to make it itting for
neighbourhood. As long as new buildings
are not intrusive to neighbourhood, and are
of certain standard, they should be allowed.
Buildings do not have to look historic to be
sympathetic to surroundings.

Thank you!
• Should NOT be a control period, should be a
moratorium on demolitions.
• Demo is not the issue but what is going in.
• The QP Neighbourhood is a sum of its parts…
big and small. This is what makes it unique and
merits saving.
• Design guidelines for new homes instead of
denying demo permits on some homes.
• I like this (enforceable guidelines)
• How often would HAP process stop a house
demo?
Draft Land Use Designation Map
• Oicial community plan map – future plan.
• Apartment blocks missing on 5st / 4 Avenue on
2 corners.
• Apartment at 2nd street and 3rd Avenue not on
map.
• The deli at 4th and 2nd street: Commercial?
Should be.
• 4th street and 3rd avenue apartment missing.
• 2nd Street and Park Row Queen Apartment
missing.
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VERBATIM COMMENTS

impact on decreasing property values and
some people will lose a lot of money. I feel the
City will be subjected to law suits.

Online Survey - Additional Comments
•

•

Its not fair to impose restrictions on a property
owner that would compromise their home
or property value should they choose to sell.
Unless the city is willing to compensate them
for the loss of that value. In which case go to
town! Protect it all!

I have recently bought a property in in Queens
park and would go broke if there was a
restriction on demolition. All these people that
are supportive ; how many of their houses are
legally protected today? Number would be low.
The City will have a class lawsuit and should
consider this very carefully. I have already heard
its in the works.

•

I favour a high level of protection for nearly
everything up until when the neighbourhood
was essentially fully built out (including spots
like College Court). Additional densiication and
change should still be allowed while respecting
this context. Some modern properties should
be allowed to be let with gentle densiication.
Allow for more stratiication and density,
speciically below Queens Ave where there is
already a mix.

•

The protection should be focus on the historical
site which is related to well known event or
person.

•

I worry that high land costs are keeping young
people out of the neighbourhood. I worry that
by overly restricting development this plan
will turn the area into a retirement community.
At least more than it already is. There
should be more gentle density added to the
neighbourhood. I also worry that new owners
will have to try To preserve rundown old or not
so old houses of questionable heritage value.

•

There should be no inill or laneway houses in
this neighbourhood - they simply do not it in.
As well, new home constructions must adhere
to properly developed heritage guidelines.
There have been far too many homes built in
our neighbourhood in recent years that do
not it in with their surroundings. Some ruin
the entire street because they are so hideous.
Our neighbourhood is special and should
be recognized as one of the nicest heritage
districts in the province. It has been very sad to
watch it deteriorate in recent years.

•

Stop movies/television production companies
from using QP as their private studio. Diicult
to change a tree, but if someone wants to block
of streets or be massively inconvenient or have
huge lights up at midnight, that is “approved”
by the city!

•

“We would like to see any changes in the
neighbourhood it in and not exclude
neighbours new to the area from making
changes to improve their home.

•

“Hello, I live in Queen’s Park and I believe that
every home owner should be allowed to tear
down their house, under the same bylaws as
any other neighbourhood. But, there should be
very strict rules in Queen’s Park regarding the
size and style of new home that would be built.

I agree with saving houses that have character.
Many houses in QP dont such as the one loor
homes or just the obvious ones. There should
be a design guidline/committee helping people
and guiding people on what should be built. I
dont think council needs to be involved.

•

•

•

This neighborhood should be protected so
future generations can enjoy their unique
heritage. Owners today are temporary, the
buildings should be protected so they can last
well into the future.
I think the condition of the house should be
considered. I have done some reno’s on older
homes and it is very expensive and cost more
then a new build. This will deinitely have a
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•

The city’s heritage bylaws could provide twenty,
forty, sixty examples of heritage-style homes
(style, size/placement, landscaping, etc) that
would be approved for Queen’s Park.

•

Just because a building is old does not mean it
must be preserved no matter what.

•

I also believe that the owner of any Queen’s
Park home of a certain age, say pre-1950 for
example, should be allowed to protect their
particular home with no questions asked.
Interested owners could register their homes
for Heritage designation, and if the age of
their home meets requirement, that home is
protected from demolition forever (barring
major ire, structural integrity, etc).

•

With this system people that purchased
Queen’s Park homes before these bylaws come
into efect will have a choice, albeit restricted
if they choose to demolish and rebuild, but a
choice. Anyone buying after the bylaws take
efect would know going into the purchase
if they are free to demolish and restrictively
rebuild, or if their property is protected from
demo forever.

•

Whatever happens -- it needs to be fair for all
owners.Thank you

•

“Queens Park Neighbourhood is a very
unique place in New Westminster and in
Greater Vancouver. It must be protected from
redevelopment and new development that
does not relect the heritage streetscapes and
the heritage architecture which make it such
a special place. Any new construction MUST
blend with the existing heritage architecture,
I feel it’s a travesty to drive the gorgeous
boulevards and streets of Queens Park and to
be confronted by a new house built in ‘Modern’
style. It looks like a wound in the streetscape.

•

The Heritage Conservation Area must have
tight control on the architectural styles allowed
for any new construction or renovation of
existing properties.

•

Privacy, balance of buildings on the site,
mature gardens and green space must all be
considered. Heritage (being of a certain age)
is not the only reason for a home to be saved..
I do not believe all houses are worth saving.
Many houses have been poorly built or have
had bad renovations not keeping with the
original character, or just poorly maintained
over the years. These properties would be cost
prohibitive to try and restore. Being of a certain
age does not mean it should be saved. There
are many mediocre so called Heritage homes,
simply being old does not necessarily make it
worth saving..Every property must viewed on
it’s own merits. Trees should be viewed on an
individual basis as well. Many trees have been
planted by the City that are in appropriate for
that location today..

•

I believe that those houses that have been left
unkept, no matter their age, should be allowed
to be demolished. I also feel that ‘heritage’
homes situated on a lot that can accomodate
another dwelling (lane way, carriage, duplex)
should be allowed to be moved to allow inill. I
believe that the year of conservation needs to
be adjusted to 1930.

•

It is hard to believe that this type of policy will
be applied consistently throughout the QP
area and over time. People enforcing these
policies change and have diferent agendas so
the criteria of anything that is subjective will
not be consistent. The fact that something is
old does not make it worth saving. I am new to
New West (only lived here 30 years) and bought
in QP area because of the surrounding homes
and it’s central (sort of ) location in the Greater
Vancouver area. Over that time I have seen a
lot of questionable decisions by Councils of the
time and City employees and any policy that
would stop that would be overly onerous on
current homeowners.

•

Once houses are gone they are irreplaceable.
Certainly homes over 70-80 years should be
preserved when possible or given renovations
which maintain their street facade. We need
more protection to keep developers from
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family perspective and inancial, and only on
people who own houses in this area. I moved
to New Westminster, not to the City of Queen’s
Park - I should be treated no diferently than
any other citizen in this town - make the rules
for everyone and everyone can comply. This
special area garbage is nonsense.”

tearing homes down and building extensive
max square footage homes. We should also
have a process that allows homeowners
reasonable expansion to existing properties.
The moratorium has been a great start.
•

“Why and how should you protect “”character””
homes which might not have great intrinsic
value from a purist architectural perspective?
For example, storey and a half houses, many
built at the turn of last century, lifted to create
more living space.

•

Are we talking only about exteriors when it
comes to heritage?

•

Will modrnist houses be grandfathered in
and allowed to remain as is. What happens if
someone wants to replace one of those? Some
architects would argue that rather than try to
fossilize neighbourhoods, allow replacement
houses to be built in an acceptable modern
style that our ancestors will regard as examples
of 21st Century design and construction.

•

I think, by-and-large what has been reported is
a sensible approach to a puzzle that a number
of Canadian cities have failed to address to the
satisfaction of the public.”

•

Allow, current garages to be built as laneway in
same style as house on lot.

•

The process should be objective and lexible;
review should represent diferent interests; and
there should be provision for judicial review
where owners and the review board cannot
come to agreement to ensure that owners are
not left inancially crippled by conservation
imposed on them after the fact.

•

“This survey is a joke. There is no veriication
that anyone taking the survey actually lives in
the area.

•

The whole process is distasteful. I only see
a small group of unelected people with no
accountability to the citizens in this area
having an enormous impact, both from a
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•

I do not support any government intrusion into
land owner rights. While I have sympathy for
the potential loss of truly historic structures,
there are very few such structures in original
condition, and the current proposal is changing
the rules unfairly. I would never invest in a
property with the proposed development
restrictions. I purposefully bought a house
in Queens Park that was not on the heritage
register or subject to any extraordinary
restrictions. It is infuriating to think that my
investment may now be subject to the whim of
myopic zealots. Does the City not have enough
on its hands keeping the roads, sewers, parks
and sidewalks properly maintained? I do not
want my taxes paying for another layer of
bureaucracy. Please, Councillors, wake up. Do
not endorse any hypocritical or overreaching
proposals no matter how long staf may have
been working on them.

•

There is a feeling that I have heard from several
residents that the newer houses (1940- 1970
) are not “Heritage” houses. Especially as
many of this vintage are smaller properties.
I feel this is wrong and that these houses are
part of and represent the character of the
QP neighbourhood. These houses are slowly
beginning to be received as products of their
time when resources and personnel were in
short supply. Heritage homes are not all about
fancy and large.

•

Ensure that whatever you do...people’s property
rights are respected.

•

I’m all in favor of keeping heritage properties
in principle. However, the reality is that
some of these properties have not been well
maintained and would be cost prohibitive to
update to modern standards of insulation,

electrical, drainage, rooing, etc. When you
factor in the cost for a new family to move
into the neighbourhood and take on a
massive mortgage and then to do a proper
renovation to restore some of these homes
it is simply not feasible for most families. I
consider myself lucky and recently moved
to the neighbourhood and hired a local
contractor to do what I thought would be some
simple updates. By the time we had inished
updating our property and dealing with all the
unexpected problems of an old house (that
WAS well maintained) our renovation budget
had more than doubled from $200,000 to
$500,000 on top of a $1,200,000 mortgage. This
is cost prohibitive for most families and I think
we need to encourage new, young families to
move into the area. We have to let some of the
run down properties go and some of the post
war bungalows go. These can then be rebuilt
to modern standards but in a style that relects
the neighbourhoods heritage values.
•
•

•

the lot allowed to be built on for new homes
being built. I value a consistent streetscape
and privacy in my back yard. I am wondering
about laneway houses. Will they be required
to have the same side yard space and setback
as houses? I hope so. I don’t want them built
like garages with no requirement for side yard
space with neighbours.
•

I value the heritage we have in Queens Park
and believe if First Shaughnessy in Vancouver
provides an example, I hear that values have
not gone down but maybe even up.”

•

The destruction of this neighbourhood over
the past few years has been terrible. No more
historic buildings should be demolished.
Established trees must be maintained. New
buildings should maintain historic setbacks
to avoid the monster homes that blight our
neighbourhood. Subdivision should not be
allowed is it means a heritage home will be
destroyed.

•

“It needs to be remembered and consideration
given to the diversity of residents residing
within the Queens Park area. What I mean is
that not every resident is pulling in +$250,000
per year in wages and at times the policies and
changes suggested have a way of increasing
the tax load on each resident. Additional taxes
are contributing to older residents being
forced to sell out the family home or to look for
methods of ofsetting the increased inancial
burden. It is a shame that many long time
residents have been “”forced”” to sell and move
elsewhere due to the higher costs associated
with many good meaning programs.

•

The heritage aspect of the Queens Park area
is much more than the presence of older
unique homes. In my mind part of the Heritage
aspect is the simple fact that my family (and
many others) have lived in this area for 4 or 5
generations. Lets not let that aspect change.”

•

Houses older than 1915 should be allowed
more non conformance to make it more
desirable for people to invest money into

Please stop inill housing in Queens Park period!
Principal 3 & especially 4, the way it is worded,
may be confusing to people without examples.
I felt ques. 4 was a leading question in that it
made it seem “negative” to “mimic” heritage in
new-build. Had the writer themselves been
less biased and used “sympathetic design”,
your responses would have been much more
positive. With that said - in New West there
are some really bad examples of “mimicking”
historic design and some really good examples
- like Thornebridge Care Home on 8th Ave.
sympathetic to the old orphanage and The
Grove apartments that are sympathetic to
the Nurses Lodge at Victoria Hill...and the two
Victorian homes built in the 80’s on First Ave.
that look like they have always been there
and don’t draw attention to themselves with
a widely contemporary design that would
distract from the historic homes on the block.
Good job on this!! A long time in coming and
very positive.
“To me it is really important to keep sideyard
space, front yard set back, height and the % of
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restoring/maintaining them. There shouldn’t be
such rigid guidelines
•

“1. Be pragmatic and not fundamentalistic
in regards to heritage. Buildings need to
“”it”” but we are not creating a “”museum””.
We are a “”lived”” community that changes.
2. Not all “”heritage”” buildings should be
“”saved.”” e.g. we live in a circa 1900 house
that someone added vinyl siding to in the 70s.
Should it be preserved? Probably not! 3. Do
not over regulate so that you stile market
forces and inhibit innovation. 4. The initiative
should serve the larger goal of allowing for
increased density rather than just be an end
in itself. e.g. regulation that by deinition will
limit increased density (e.g. carriage houses;
tasteful row houses; old school FSR limits)
should be avoided. 5. I do not want to live in a
“”gated”” community that is restricted to the
rich privileged few that can aford “”heritage””
(Maybe we’re there already?!) and legislates this
in stone.”

•

These changes represent a huge concern for
myself and my family. Since when did property
rights become something a city could take
away from a property owner? Are we not living
in Canada? I think the city should continue with
the process they already have in place and stop
risking the taxpayers money. These cases will
undoubtedly end up in the courts as residents
defend their rights as Canadians. We already
pay enough in taxes.

•

If our house is not a heritage house we should
have the right to make changes as we see it.
For new builds there should be some guidelines
as to the style of home so it its in the area, but
the committee can’t make it overly diicult that
home prices go down due to the restrictions.
There are some homes that should be torn
down and rebuild to improve the area. My
concern is the committee will have too much
power over the largest purchase for most home
owners which controls their inancial future. It
truly scares the shit out of me and the future of
my family.
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•

It is unfair that restrictions are placed just for
Queens Park neighbourhood and yet one
block outside of the boundary, there is not a
moratorium. Not only can I not alter my house
which I paid a signiicant amount of money, I
can’t even build a garage (without a signiicant
expense--hand digging, consultant) because
of a large tree in the backyard. As a property
owner I have no rights even though I own the
lot and house. In essence, the city owns and
controls my property. I pay very high municipal
taxes with increasing amounts each year, but
have no rights. I am a government employee
with 7 years post secondary education working
in a professional capacity yet my wages have
not kept pace with inlation and earn less than
a New West secretary who graduated high
school. My taxes are paying for exorbitant
salaries and my activities are restricted. How
can this be democratic?

•

Thank you for taking into account opinions of
QP residents.

•

It matters less what era and type of housing
that the city may want to protect. It matters
more to me that the style and era of the house
is of a quality and soundness that it warrants
protection. There are still many poorly designed
and poorly constructed houses of previous eras
that warrant a D8 renovation. The issue for new
houses as well is the quality of the design and
the build. Owners have rights to rebuild and
reshape their homes. Keeping house values
high is the best way to ensure that better
homes are built. I built a new home in 1993
in this neighbourhood because I wanted the
amenities that a new house brings. Insulation,
double glaze windows, enough wiring, high
end heating etc. and I did not want to start
with an old dilapidated building. So for me
it is all about good quality design. I quite
like having the odd new modern building
in our neighbourhood because QP has a
representation of all the various eras and that
should continue. But how does one impose
quality. Perhaps leave that to true experts,
architects, etc and not citizen heritage panels or
bureaucrats from city hall.

•

Protecting large trees is ridiculous!! Large trees
are old trees and trees have a inite lifespan. Old
trees are more likely to fall and cause damage
to the very homes you are trying to protect. If
the city refuses to allow an owner to remove an
old tree the city can be found liable for damage,
injuries or death caused by this tree falling.

•

Addition to existing heritage house should be
allowed to blend and NOT look diferent from
the original structure.

•

While I like the idea of preserving the heritage
of the Queen’s park neighborhood, I don’t
agree that all rights should be taken away from
the homeowner. I do think that there should
be guidelines for new builds, to maintain the
character of the neighborhood. But I also think,
for the older homes, that owners should be
aloud to make changes that relect the way
families live today.

•

•

•

•

I have a major concern that QP residents may
be prevented from making changes to or even
demolishing houses when preserving the
heritage value of the house would make them
unlivable or diicult to live in. I would prefer
that no changes to properties are prohibited,
but instead that there are regulations around
look and feel for the neighbourhood that
should be maintained, regardless of new,
renovated or replacement dwellings and
landscaping.
I want to know how alterations to existing
houses play into all this. Is here more
information on that? Right now it’s all about
new construction. What about materials and
energy eiciencies for existing old homes?
everything old is NOT worthy of special
protection; quality and character need to be
what is considered
I do not support the”heritage” approach as
taken as it encompasses residential buildings
which should be re redeveloped and in fact are
heritage eyesores. Recently an owner wished
to demolish a small house in College Court and

was blocked by a “review” This is utter nonsense
and until such time as the heritage committee
starts to make mortgage payments for property
OWNERS it should stay out of their business.
The “heritage” was lost years ago when inilling
was allowed for the politically connected and
structures more suited for Laguna Beach were
approved. I suggest that the entire committee
be scrapped and citizens given some credit for
making reasonable decisions in their own best
interest. Stop stirring unnecessary trouble for
the citizens of this wonderful city.
•

“I believe that additions should blend in with
the existing house. The Canadian Guidelines of
“”distinct architectural additions”” only serves
to make the inal result look awkward and
unappealing, and often not functional i.e. a
passageway connecting the old and the new as
on Second St.

•

Some accessory buildings are very worthwhile
keeping and protecting but not all of them.
They need to be accessed individually as to
their merit and relationship with the main
building/house.

•

The diversity of size, style and age of the homes
in the neighbourhood is what makes it so
unique and such a rare place to live.

•

I would not object to townhouses similar to the
row houses seen in Brooklyn or London. This
would require the several lots, of course.

•

Heritage is like a good wine. Only what is truly
of recognized high heritage value needs to be
preserved (i.e. currently recognized heritage
houses). Houses that have “some heritage
elements” do not need to be preserved per se.

•

I think new builds should be heritage style with
as much authentic materials as possible, ie
Craftsman, Victorian, etc, without mixing styles.
one of the questions asked both of these in one
question. I don’t see them as mimicking but
as replicating a type of home that could have
been in this area in the past rather than modern
looking lat roof style home
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•

•

“The most signiicant impact on the heritage
feel of the Queen’s Park neighbourhood has
been with new builds. Unfortunately, it seems
that there has been little ability on the part of
the city to control the ‘mish mash’ of residential
design that has appeared in recent years. And,
it should be noted that poorly referenced
heritage styling is just as concerning to me than
more modern architectural styling in new home
construction.

The city should be prepared to provide
compensation to home owners whose
properties will be afected by any new
regulations. As a tax payer in the city I strongly
opposed having to pay for this compensation
and my vote at election time will relect this
comment

•

Traic.... more traic calming measures need to
be implemented along 1st, and 2nd streets and
4th and 6th avenues.im sure queens as well.
The people of NW care for their homes. Create
a plan that retains the people and things will
work out.

•

•

We love this neighbourhood and many, many
visitors have said it is so charming, that they
feel a sense of comfort and happiness while
here. That’s good to keep right? Right! “

•

The City needs to be very cautious with the
HCA. “Heritage” is very subjective and the City
appears to be taking an unnecessarily broad
interpretation of it. Private property rights, and
people’s livelihoods, are at stake and a broad
HCA designation will ultimately steal value
from many people for whom their home is
their biggest investment. Cities should not be
treated like museums. They must be allowed to
evolve otherwise the community gets trapped
living in the past, which is something that has
held back New West for a long time. We need to
be attracting new families who want to invest
in our city rather than driving them away and
trapping people in homes that have lost a big
portion of their value on account of the HCA,
which essentially is a form of governmentsanctioned theft. We can and should sensibly
protect elements of the past, but while also
being mindful of embracing the future.

•

“Everyone that lives here has a stake
in preserving the aesthetics of the
neighbourhood. But these aesthetics have to
relect each generation that grows up here. I
love the variety of Queen’s park, where have
lived for 17 years, I love how you can walk
around and see houses from every decade
since the city was born. I also love its quirkiness,
its incongruities.

•

Maybe I am misunderstanding this initiative.
What seems to be happening here is that we
are placing less emphasis on the actual livability
and personal character of the neighbourhood
in favor of turning it into some kind of heritage
theme-park.

•

What makes QP special is the knowledge
that these buildings were maintained and
restored by a group of neighbours that actually
individually cared about each house. It feels
like you are usurping this spirit and diminishing
it by legislating a aesthetic dictated by some

As far as allowing for the renovation of heritage
designated and inventoried properties,
there must be leeway given to homeowners.
Certainly, a requirement for an ‘SOS’ for an
original neighbourhood home will pinpoint
key design features that need to be maintained
to stay true to the intent of the architect and
their design. However, I am not fond of ‘doll
house’ style heritage conservation. I believe
that playful, modern references to heritage
style during renovations will allow the
homeowner to capitalize on the bones of the
original design, while improving functionality
and performance of the structure and interior
layout.”

•

•

•

“As a homeowner, I have always believed that
we are transient and the home is permanent.
The neighbourhood should always be
preserved for anthropological and heritage
reasons and protected from the whims of
temporary purchasers.
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overblown and unnecessary. Existing provisions
for heritage homes are suicient. The initiative
is punitive to less aluent residents who have
purchased less valuable homes, where the lot
value is the primary value. It is a rich people’s
concern. With actions taken by the federal and
provincial government coupled with changes in
the global economy, the Vancouver real estate
market is moving rapidly to be a buyer’s market,
and this initiative will cause severe economic
distress to anyone who owns an older home
in poor condition and needs to sell it. Also, the
questionnaire is designed to elicit support. It
will generate misleading results.

special interest group. “
•

I have lived in Queens Park for only 3 yrs. My
home was built in 1945 & from the permits that
I’ve seen, the home was originally 776 sq ft. In
1961, 208 sq ft was added. In 1971, the house
was raised for bsmt addition. Is this home still
viewed as a heritage home? I would not think
it had heritage value, but feel that it’s important
to blend in with the area.

•

Any house that is all ready standing should
require consultation before demolition (no
date deadline) Any house that is demolished
should be permitted less than .5 lot size in new
construction. Any house retained should be
permitted more than .6 (up to .9 as Vancouver
is doing some areas?) Permit sympathetic
laneway, carriage houses, additions to any
house preserved.Don’t let us be inluenced by
parking concerns: our neighbourhood is for
people, not cars.

•

•

We believe that the heritage factor should
be balanced against common sense, such as
price of land versus price of existing residence/
house, quality of house, and actual heritage
value. We wouldn’t want to have heritage
guidelines dictating over and above the zoning
requirements. We believe that the heritage
requirements at the moment are just for
external items, which in many cases would
contravene the city bylaws and buildings,
if they were to remain. We believe that the
entire heritage aspect can be better served
through zoning, than through a non-elected
heritage citizens group, which has their own
vested interests. The zoning should address,
for example, the lat roofs of many new
structures, etc. Just because a house is old,
does not indicate that a house is of heritage
signiicance. To retain a house which was substandard when it was built is short sighted,
in our opinion. To have some advisory group
mandate that a quasi-heritage (just because
it’s old) has to be retained and taking into
consideration the cost of land, is ludicrous.
I ind this Queens Park heritage initiative

•

Heritage is important, and can never be
replaced. We must preserve this while keeping
everyone safe in the process.

•

Stop the tearing down of any home in Queens
Park. Stop developers from destroying the
character of our neighbourhood.

•

I am not in favour of a complete ban on all
demolitions. But there must be incentives
to retain heritage and huge disincentives to
pursuing demolition. Any new builds must
adhere to much stricter design guidelines to
“it” better in the neighbourhood. Most new
builds are way, way, way too big. Scale must be
reduced! New design guidelines are essential.
New builds are mostly horriically overbuilt
and ugly and are ruining our neighbourhood.
Reduce FSR allowance for new builds. Make
it easier to renovate and keep older houses.
Must preserve “ambiance” of neighbourhood
with room for gardens and trees. Do not want
wall-to-wall monster houses or too much inill
housing that destroys streetscape.

•

This is more becoming a unique
neighbourhood in the lower mainland and
such a large part of New West story. We
bought in Queens Park because our quaint
little neighbourhood elsewhere in the lower
mainland has been substantially demolished
to make way for 3 million dollar builders boxes.
New West uniquely takes pride in it’s history of
which it’s heritage architecture is a large visual
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do not speak for Queen’s Park residents, only
themselves. They have commandeered our
collective voice.

and emotional part. Having just returned from
Richmond, Virginia I am shocked to further
relect on what has happened here. No respect
for history.
•

•

•

•

NW has some special irreplaceable attributes,
one key one is the QP neighbourhood. There’s
is so little heritage architecture compared
to other areas of Canada. QP Is one of the
last heritage refuges in the West; NW should
celebrate and protect its history/DNA as if it is
to be replaced, it’s sadly most likely to be with
“more of the same” development that one
can ind pretty much in any growing North
America urban community. That would be
one thing if it was wide open undeveloped
land, but it’s not. Once this wonderful history
is overwritten, it’s gone. Preservation of some
of the old downtown architecture, QPN, QP
itself, waterfront etc ... the industrial /urban and
historical vibe ARE NW.
no demolitions or other major alterations
to residences should be allowed until the
community has determined the criteria under
the HCA
The type of housing that exists at present in
the Queens Park neighborhood needs strong
protection to keep the styling represented
here from being lost to developers who would
replace existing structures for proit.
I think there are some very one-sided aspects to
this survey that are clearly developed with bias.
For example, the drawing of “contemporary
homes” shows a Vancouver special which sure
shows how the developers of this survey feel
about newer homes. Also in design Principle
4 - I’m not sure how we will be able to build
new houses in the neighbourhood that it
in if we will be accused of creating a “false
sense of history such as mimicking existing
heritage buildings”. What does the executive
of the QPRA want here? I don’t know if the City
understands what a horribly uninviting group
the QPRA is to younger families who don’t have
all day to write petitions and fret about heritage
values. None of us are welcome there and they
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•

people should be allowed to do whatever they
choose with their properties; city will inherit
numerous lawsuits .

•

I answered that more modern homes should
have little protection, because many of
them should never have been allowed to
have been built so out of character with the
neighbourhood. However, there should be
guidelines in place so that when those modern
homes that are inconsistent with the area are
ultimately replaced, they should be replaced
with homes that are more consistent with the
immediate area.

•

Homeowners who are bound by heritage
regulations should receive some kind of tax
break.

•

Thank you for starting this HCA. The character
of the neighbourhood is why we purchased our
home here over 20 years ago and it’s important
that this heritage is maintained or Queens Park
will lose what makes it so special.

•

Owners of properties should be able to do
as they wish with their own property. Not all
homes within the diferent eras necessarily
have heritage value. Not all homes that were
built in the past suit today family lifestyles. Too
many restrictions inhibits the desirability to live
in the Queens Park area. We can’t forget that
we are making history in the present. These are
not just houses these are people’s homes and
dreams and people should be able to make
their dreams come true.

•

Builders/Contractors developing new homes
must have plans thoroughly reviewed for
heritage quality and character in both the
architectural and landscape realm. Building
form, materials and detailing play a crucial
role in how a new building integrates into this
distinct neighbourhood. Cementitious siding
though durable does not have the robustness

or a more traditional wood siding. In addition,
architectural details tend to be lat and less 3
dimensional than traditional heritage styles.
Most contemporary built homes with heritage
style thus are less successful integrating with
the older homes. Many recent new homes
within the neighbourhood built in a Craftsman
style are no diferent than what is currently
being built in developments throughout
the Lower Mainland. The Queens Park
neighbourhood is a distinct and special place
that should not be allowed to be slowly diluted
by minimally regulated new development.
In general, neighbourhoods are a relection
of changes in time, technology and tastes.
However, the strength, character and legacy of
Queens Park is certainly much to important
•

•

Builders/Contractors developing new homes
must have plans thoroughly reviewed for
heritage quality and character in both the
architectural and landscape realm. Building
form, materials and detailing play a crucial
role in how a new building integrates into this
distinct neighbourhood. Cementitious siding
though durable does not have the robustness
or a more traditional wood siding. In addition,
architectural details tend to be lat and less 3
dimensional than traditional heritage styles.
Most contemporary built homes with heritage
style thus are less successful integrating with
the older homes. Many recent new homes
within the neighbourhood built in a Craftsman
style are no diferent than what is currently
being built in developments throughout
the Lower Mainland. The Queens Park
neighbourhood is a distinct and special place
that should not be allowed to be slowly diluted
by minimally regulated new development.
In general, neighbourhoods are a relection
of changes in time, technology and tastes.
However, the unique strength and character of
Queens Park is certainly much to important to
treat as any other neighbourhood and must be
dutifully protected for subsequent generations.
Strive to accommodate new design. Not
everything has to match an historic style.

•

“These are private properties and unless they
are designated as heritage and have heritage
value the city should not be involved more than
has already been allowed. The current codes
suice.

•

Note that a proper home built by today’s
standards will relect the heritage in the future.
Overprotection stunts the growth of an already
vibrant well managed and caring community.
Attempting to add more protection is a waste
of taxpayer dollars.

•

Ask only the people that live here or take a vote
of property owners if they really want any of
these proposals. “

•

Some wood frame homes, such as the BC Mills
craftsman houses that were built around 1900,
do not provide the opportunity for insulation
in the walls and in many cases have poor
foundations. Historical retention principles
should not get in the way of updating these
homes to modern expectations. Also if
excessive investment is required to meet a
modern expectation there should be some
mechanism in place for these homeowners to
be allowed to demolish the structure. We feel
that there should be enforceable guidelines in
place to help keep the overall historical aspect
of the Queen’s Park neighborhood, not allowing
any more homes that look like oice buildings.
However, we believe that owners of older
homes should be free to make repairs, choose
their own colour schemes and general things of
that nature without city interference.

•

“There are many beautiful old home in QP, it
is great to see them restored. But not every
home in the area has heritage value and could
be replaced by a much more attractive and
functional home. And not every person living
(or wanting to live) in this area has the desire
or ability or deep pockets required to renovate
and restore an old house. Design guidelines,
a more positive way to go, would result in a
house that functions for the family and still its
in the neighborhood. The blanket restrictions
in place right now go too far, and too quickly.
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Landlords must provide of street parking as
well . I am not in favor of many home based
businesses particularly when they create noise
or parking problems. Lastly I am not in favor
of laneway housing for many reasons . Density
could be dealt with better in my opinion with
small aesthetically pleasing low rise apartments
and townhouses .

The 2 houses, on College court and 5th Ave., do
not add to the streetscape, the people bought
with good intentions and refusing them
demo permits is unjust. And these restrictions
certainly afect the investment of those (many
long time) residents of similar homes to sell
their property.
•

•

•

•

A question - years ago 3 houses were moved
into this area from close to the bridge - lovely
restored homes - but were not 3 houses
demolished (2 of them by someone who
vigorously opposes demos now) to create
available lots for them? I remember them as
quite nice houses, especially the one on Queens
Ave. I would hope that common sense prevails
and you take a step back to reconsider.”
These are people’s homes and in most cases
their largest investment. Homeowners should
get to choose whether they want their house
to be designated heritage. City oicials and
people who do not live or pay for the purchase,
upkeep and taxes for these homes should
not be making decisions that have major
implications to individual home owner’s
inances, home life and well being.
the conservation area designation is, I
believe, critically important. The Queen’s
part neighborhood is worth caring for. There
are few other areas like this in the entire
lower Mainland. There will always be people
who don’t care about the character of the
neighborhood - we have already seen the
destruction of heritage properties by these
people. They should look elsewhere to build. I
fully support this proposal.
I have lived in the Queens Park neighborhood
all of my 61 years . On my street in the 100
block Regina every second house currently
has illegal suites . Parking is a problem and no
contribution is made by these illegal tenants
to pay for city services including schools,
roads , sewers, water and garbage pickup
etc. I am not in favor of basement suites but
if they have to exist they must be legal, safe
,and contributory of their fair share of taxes .
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•

No questions were asked about the condition
of the streets. QP has terrible streets that
could be upgraded and still maintain heritage
look. Example 3rd Street needs to be repaved
but could be stamped to create the look of
cobblestones.

•

Heritage conservation is necessary, however
the city cannot be trusted to make decisions on
what constitutes heritage

•

Neighbourhoods are living evolving entities
and should not be petriied or frozen in time.
Change is inevitable and can revitalize. Some
houses are not worth saving at the expense of
the owners. The aim of conservation efort is to
moderate and guide those changes. Queen’s
Park area has a good mixture of architecture
from various era and that tells a story. Two
important points are: (1) owners of existing
houses wishing to do renovations which comply
with existing bylaws should be grandfathered
and not have to contend with any new
restrictions, and that (2) new construction,
regardless of its design, be modest in size.

•

We live in a 103 year old house and we are
slowly renovating it. We want to renovate it, our
way, we do not want to follow any rules from the
city. We are proud owners living in Queen’s Park
and will maintain our home as heritage!
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Attachment 4
Invitation to Public Events

CONSULTATION EVENTS FOR THE PROPOSED

QUEEN’S PARK NEIGHBOURHOOD CONSERVATION AREA
EVENT DETAILS
Questions we are exploring are:
•
•
•
•

After more than two years of study, a residents-led working group
has recommended to the City that the Queen’s Park neighbourhood
be a Heritage Conservation Area. A Heritage Conservation Area
is a set of policies which guide both conservation and growth in
a specific area with a unique history. Come to one of our events
and help us define future qualities of the historic Queen’s Park
neighbourhood!
Both events are open to all residents of New Westminster. Please
register on Eventbrite at www.newwestcity.ca/qpnhs or call
604-527-4532.
t: 604-527-4532

e: plnpost@newwestcity.ca

What should be protected?
What can evolve and change?
How will change be managed here in the future?
What is your vision for the neighbourhood in the
future?

Wednesday, November 30th
5:30-7:30 p.m.
Century House, ABC Rooms
or

Saturday, December 3rd
12:30-3:30 p.m.
Century House, ABC Rooms

/newwestminster

@NewWestPlanning

www.newwestcity.ca

Attachment 5
Online Survey Pages

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 1

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 2

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 3

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 4

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 5

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 6
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 7

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 8

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 9

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 10

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 11

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 12

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 13

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 14

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 15

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 15

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 16

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 17

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 18
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 19
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 22
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Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 23
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Space to answer provided on next page.

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Do you have any other comments to share?
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Due to City Hall on or before December 16, 2016

Queen’s Park Heritage Conservation Area Survey – Page 25 (END)
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Attachment 6
Online Survey Notice

SURVEY REGARDING THE PROPOSED

QUEEN’S PARK NEIGHBOURHOOD CONSERVATION AREA
SURVEY INFORMATION
If you have not had the chance to contribute at the public
open houses, please take our online survey. Its results
will help determine future regulation for Queen’s Park
properties.
The survey will run:
November 30th to December 16th, 2016.

Survey: www.newwestcity.ca/qpnhs
The Queen’s Park neighbourhood is exploring becoming New
Westminster’s first Heritage Conservation Area. The Conservation
Area could include a new requirement for Council approval for
some kinds of changes to existing buildings and landscaping, as
well as mandatory design guidelines for new development. The
basic principles for these policies were established through the
Neighbourhood Heritage Study (2013-2015) and recent public
open houses.

t: 604-527-4532

e: plnpost@newwestcity.ca

/newwestminster

@NewWestPlanning

www.newwestcity.ca

Attachment 7
Sketches of Housing Styles by Era

HOUSING STYLES TIMELINE

HOUSING STYLES: SKETCHES

Early Vernacular (Approx. 1870-1910)

Victorian (Approx. 1886-1905)
Photo credit: Vancouver Heritage Foundation

Queen Anne Revival (Approx. 1886-1912)

Early Cottage (Approx. 1890-1925)

Photo credit: Vancouver Heritage Foundation

Craftsman Bungalow
(Approx. 1905-1930)

Arts & Crafts
(Approx. 1910-1930)

Photo credit: Vancouver Heritage Foundation

West Coast/ Post-Modern/ Mid-Century Modern
(Approx. 1940s-1960s)

Mid-Century Vernacular
(Approx. 1960s-1980s)

Photo credit: Vancouver Heritage Foundation

Contemporary
(Approx. 1990s-today)
Photo Credit: Modern Home Architecture

Photo credit: Vancouver Heritage Foundation

Attachment 8
Graphic of Heritage Protection Results

Queen’s Pak Heritage Conservation Area – Report Back (Round 1 Consultation)

January 2017

